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Mondale Subs For Carter

'We're Not Helpless'
VP Tells Governors
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OFFICIAL VISITORS — Vice President Walter Mondale gestures during conversation with First Lady Rosalynn Carter,right, Gov. Julian Carroll, left, and Mrs. Carroll, second from right, as the four walked from the Democratic fundraising dinner tent on the grounds of My Old Kentucky Home State Park in Bardstown to the Federal Hill mansion
Saturday night. Mondale and Mrs. Carter attended the fundraiser and a performance of "The Stephen Foster Story"
in place of President Carter who elected to stay in Camp David, Md., for a domestic summit. Mondale also spoke
Sunday at the opening session of the National Governors' Association in Louisville.
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In Our 100th Year

Staff Photo by Debbie N. Lee

Democrats Turn Out For Mondale
And Mrs. Carter At Fund-Raiser
dale, Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll who
is the outgoing chairman of the
National Governors' Association,
The Democrats attending a fundDemocratic gubernatorial hopeful John
raising dinner at My Old Kentucky
Y. Brown Jr. and his wife Phyllis
Home State Park in Bardstown
George Brown, 37 Democratic
Saturday night did not appear to be
governors, national party chairman
disappointed that President Carter had
John White and Agriculture Secretary
sent his wife Rosalynn and Vice
Bob Bergland.
President Walter Mondale as his standCarter had been scheduled to speak
ins for the event.
at the dinner, as well as the 71st annual
The approximately 1,000 party faithNational Governors' Association
fuls attending paid 8100 a plate to attend
conference in Louisville on Sunday.
the barbeque with Mrs. Carter, MonHowever, he canceled the appearance
Thursday night in order to stay at
Camp David, Md., and work on the
nation's energy and economic
One Section-12 Pages
problems.
A crowd of about 2,000 lined the
Classifieds
10,11
streets of Bardstown to greet the vice
Comics. ,
president and first lady's motorcade.
Crosswords_
; 10
The pair lied arrived late Saturday
•
Dear Abby
2
afternoon at Louisville's Standiford
8
Deaths & Funerals
Field.
Dr. Lamb
3
Mrs. Carter told the Democrats
Farm Page
5
gathered under the 235-by-85-foot blue
Horoscope
2
and white tent used for the governor's
Local Scene
2,3
Derby breakfasts that energy and
Opinion Page
4
economic issues are the major
Sports
47
c„ballenges of the administration.
"Jimmy believes because of these
challenges that this period, this time
we're living in, may well be a turning
Showers and thundershowers
point in the history of our country," she
likely today with locally very
said.
heavy rain possible. Highs in the
In an apparent reference to growing
low 80s. Cloudy with widely
public
sentiment that Carter is inscattered thunderstorms tonight.
decisive and slow to act on the
Lows in the mid to upper 60s.
problems facing the nation, she said,
Partly sunny Tuesday with a
"'Mistime
for him is a time of decision,
few widely scattered showers
not of indecision. He is optimistic about
80s.
mid
continuing, Highs in the
the future. We can be confident and
Winds will be southerly at
optimistic about the future."
tonight,
today
and
mph
around 10
- The first lady reminded the crowd
but may become briefly stronger
that the country "has a history of
and gusty in thunderstorms.
binding together in crisis" and will do
so again.
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter

today's index

showers-

The group applauded when Mrs.
Carter said that her husband had
promised he would come to Bardstown
See DEMOCRATS,
Page 9, Column 5

By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
"We've faced many problems as a
society but none are more devastating
than the twin threats of energy and
inflation," Vice President Walter
Mondale told the National Governors'
Association in Louisville Sunday.
"And in the end, the two are one for it
is the rising cost of energy that is
driving up inflation," he continued in
remarks at the association's opening
session In Commonwealth Convention
Center.
President Carter sent Mondale to
speak to the conference in his place
after he canceled his plans to attend
deciding instead to stay on at Camp
David, Md., and conduct a domestic
summit dealing with energy and inflation.
The vice president told the nation's
governors that the American people
have the natural, industrial and human
resources to combat the energy
problem and called on the nation to
"create an Apollo project to produce
alternative fuels.
"We are not helpless and immobilized," he said. "We are rich in
energy resources that can supply us,
not for a few years, but for hundreds of
years, and they are to be found right
here within the confines of the United
States," Mondale said before telling of
the potential energy sources that are
ready for development such as solar,
coal, wind, oil-shale and synthetics.
"The coal in this state of Kentucky
can literally power the nation,"
Mondale said, and received a nod of
agreement from Gov. Julian Carroll,

chairman of the association who
introduced the vice president.
After commending the governors for
the work they have done in their states
to help manage and overcome the
adverse effects of the energy shortage,
he said that the administration is
following a "two-pronged strategy" to
deal with the short-term problem of the
shortages that exist now and to develop
the nation's energy resources on a longterm basis.
He pointed out several steps the
administration is taking to combat the
energy problem such as pursuing
negotiations with Mexico for natural
gas, expediting construction of the
Alaska-Canada Pipeline to bring North
Slope gas to the midlands and pressing
refineries to increase output.
"An unscrupulous cartel has mortgaged our future threatening unemployment for many, hardship for more
and inflation for all," Mondale said.
"But the real and profound threat, even
more dangerous than unemployment
and inflation, is that if we do not turn
around America's growing reliance on
foreign oil, the time may come when
the ability of this nation to conduct an
independent foreign policy may be
jeopardized," he said.

Carter Maving .To Close
Watch At Energy Pinch
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is moving from a broad-brush
review of the domestic problems that
have dogged his administration _to a
close-up look at the nation's energy
pinch and an economy seemingly
sliding into recession.
Congressmen from both parties were
flying today to Camp David for another
of the secretive meetings reminiscent
of the isolation that surrounded last
year's Mideast summit on the
Maryland mountaintop.
As the president entered his seventh
day of seclusion, press secretary Jody
Powell said Carter's discussions with a
wide range of Americans — frotn
memberftf his Cabinet to governors,
university presidents and top labor
leaders — had been "free-wheeling,
remarkably candid and ... very
productive."
Powell said the senators and
representatives meeting with Carter
today were assembled by the
congressional leadership.
Other sessions were likely to continue, Powell said, through Wednesday
with prominent political leaders,
energy experts and others.
A tentative schedule for Tuesday was
being set up, with people from outside

"The day may arise when we are
asked to warp our judgment of what we
think is right for America to actions to
conform to those of foreign powers who
hold our economy hostage."
Mondale admonished the governors
that the fight for energy independence
is not a partisan issue. "There will be
no glory for anyone in America if we
fail. This is not a Democratic problem.
This is not a Republican problem. This
is one of those issues that arise occasionally in American history which is
an American problem.
"All Americans are going to be involved in this or we can't win," he
concluded. "Together we can't lose."
Sunday morning 20 of the 24
Democratic governors attending the
conference endorsed the nomination
and re-election next year of President
Carter. Four of the governors, Richard
Lamm of Colorado, Joseph Brennan of
Maine, George Nigh of Oklahoma, and
Harry Hughes of Maryland, abstained
from the voting.
*Each of the four voiced support for
the president but said they were not
ready at this time to commit their
support to the president in next year's
race.
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government being invited to discuss the
economy, Powell said, adding that
meetings were also planned with "a
group of people whose interest is in
religion and ethics."
Meanwhile, Carter was to be Oven a
series of options to end long gasoline
lines, promote fuel conservation and
cut reliance on imported oil.
Those options, the work of an interagency task force, are intended to
serve as a basis for far-reaching
presidential decisions.
Powell and other participants in We
meetings have been extremely cautious
about revealing any details of the
discussions.
Carter flew to ,Camp David on
Tuesday. Without any advance public
signals, he decided Wednesday to
cancel a major speech on energy
Planned for the next day.
'Thursday he began consulting
On
'
with senior advisers and, by Friday, the
talks had blossomed into a,domestic
summit conference that has darkened
the White House offices of Carter's key
aides as they confer with the president
in the Maryland woods.
Talks Sunday afternoon with a group
that included representatives of environmental interests, the oil industry
and academia dealt with world energy
supplies and prices.

)4NVEILING — West Kentucky artist Ken Holland unveils his newest painting at a press conference this morning at the Murray-Calloway County
Library. The painting is entitled 'If The Shoe Fits' and was commissioned by
the Humane Society of Calloway County. Holland, who has done over 500
paintings in his career, said the painting was two years in the making. He
added that cats were used to express kindness. Prints of the painting were
sold and personalized by the artist.

Skylab Death Watch Begins As.
Station NeariPlunge To Earth

COLLISION — A three-car mishap happened around 9-30 this morning at the corner of 10th and Poplar Streets
According to police reports, a Chevrolet (right), driven by Catherine Doyle, Route 3, Calvert City, was travelling
south on 10th Street and collided with a Dodge (behind Chevrolet) westbound on Poplar. The Dodge, driven bY
Carla West,114 Muth 10th, hit a Ford station wagon, left, driven by Willis Bury, 801 Bagwell, headed east on Poplar.
The reports added the Doyle car then collided with the &icy car, a Bank of Murray vehicle. West and her daughter
Sherry were taken to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,according to a hospital spokesman. West was admitted
with a concussion and is listed in satisfactory condition, the spokesman said. Her daughter was treated and
released. The police reports stated no one else was injured.
Staff Photo By Matt Sandeta
a

By HOWARD BENEDICT
probably would fall in the Atlantic
Associated Press Writer
Ocean.
WASHINGTON (AP — The Skylab
But the midpoint has jumped around
death watch began in earnest today as
each day. On,Saturday, it was 4:30 p.m.
the huge station neared the end of its
Wednesday.
long space journey and headed for a
Most of the station will burn up from
flaming plunge back to Earth, probably
atmospheric friction, but NASA
on Wednesday.
estimates about 500 pieces weighing
Representatives of several federal
between 1 pound and 2'-.2 tons will reach
agencies gathered in a situation room
the Earth, scattering along a.4,000-mile
here to keep track of Skylab's final
corridor. Officials insist the odds of
hours and to take emergency action in
anyone being hit are slim.
case pieces of the laboratory cause
NOFtAD has been making daily
death, injury or damage. .
predictions on the fall. Starting
The situation center is in a winTuesday, it will update them every few
dowless room on the sixth floor of the
hours, and these and the course of
Skylab witl be marked on large charts
National Aeronautics and Space
lining the walls or the situition room.
Administration's headquarters. Down
The final prediction will come about
the hall, NASA has set up a newsroom
so the media can alert the world when
two hours before the expected fall. But
that will be only 20 percent accurate on
Skylab comes tumbling in.
where the pieces may land. It will alert
The North American Air Defense
people in a strip about 12,000 miles long
Command, which is tracking the 77.5ton station, predicted Sunday the
and 100 miles wide that pieces may
strike there.
spacecraft will fall out of orbit in a 30hour period between 7:28 p.m. EDT
, In the situation room are seats for
Tuesday and 1:72 a.m. Thursday. The
representatives of NASA, the departmidpoint is 10:28 a.m. Wednesday. If 'ments of State, Justice and Defense, the
re-entry occurred then, most of Skylat;
Federal Aviation Administration and

the Federal Preparedness Agency.
The Pentagon will have five medical
and engineering teams on alert around
the world to provide assistance
requested by other countries. The State
Department through its embassies will
alert any nations that might be in the
path of Skylab debris.
The FAA will alert aircraft .in
possible re-entry zOnes and the FPA
will coordinate warning and emergency
actions in the United States, using the
Civil Defense communication.s network
sound the alarm to state and
municipal authorities. Justice at.torneys pre ready to handle liability
claims anywhere in the world.
- If a late prediction indicates Skylab
might fall on a path over heavily
populated areas, NASA may have a
chance to send commands to Skylab's
six nitrogen gas thrusters, tilting the
lab slightly to decrease atmospheric
drag. That could delay re-entry by
several hours until the station was over
areas with fewer inhabitants.
The decision on whether to do that
will be made by NASA administrator
Robert k Frosch.
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, July 9
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should
be
made
today
with
Georgianna Moffitt.
Percussion recital by David
Powell, guest artist, will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
State University. The public is
invited.
On exhibition in the Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University,
through July 20 will be works
in photography and metals by
Ronald Hill, Bardstown.
Gallery hours are 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Russell Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
have a potluck supper with
husbands as guests at 6 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Maurice
Crass, Sr.
County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre Board of
Directors will meet at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by-COunseg and Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For information call 762-6851.

Moaday,July 9
Calloway County chapter of
the American Red Cross will
start its Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation ( C.P.R. 1 Class
at the Home Federal Savings
Building, 12th and Main
Streets, at 7 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets. This is for all persons
with emotional or nervous
problems.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Men will
meet at 7 p.m.at the church.
Parents Anonymous will not
meet, but for assistance call
759-4875 or 759-1792.
Tuesday,July 10
Calloway High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of America will have a
summer meeting at the high
schookit 7 p.m.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon for Wednesday at the
Oaks Country Club should be
made today with Carolyn
Light or Linda Walker.
Selections from the Permanent Collection of Murray
-State University, including the
Henry Jackson print collection and the Asian collection,
will be on exhibition in the
Eagle Galler, Fine Arts
Center, through Aug. 2.

Ladies Day Events At
Oaks Club Wednesday
The Oaks Country Club will
have its ladies day events on
Wednesday, JulY 11, including
a luncheon at 12 noon, and golf
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Buddy (Carolyn) Light
and Mrs. David I Linda)
Walker will be chairmen of the
hostesses for the luncheon.
Reservations should be made
by Tuesday.
Other hostesses will' be
Mesdames Ralph Kimbro,
Doris Conner, Paul Dailey,
Purdom. Lovett, Bailey Gore,
Truman whitfield, Charles
McCuiston, Joe Emerson,
William Williams, Charles
Hale, Ted Lawson, Richard
Smith, Amos Tackett, Don
Cothran, James Feltner,
Calvin Key, Wayne Jones,
Rudell Parks, and Voris
Wells.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Mrs. Bill Read,
phone 753-5178, as hostess.
Golf will be held played at

9:30 a.m., according to Mabel
Rogers, hostess, who has
released the lineup as follows:
Tee No. 16-Mary Bogard,
Carolyn Caldwell, Wanda
Brown,and Vickie Nance.
Tee No. 15-Virginia Jones,
Mary Alice Smith, Hazel Ray,
and Suzanne Oakley.
Tee No. 14-Burlene Brewer,
Essie Caldwell, Mary Wells,
and Doris Rose.
Tee
No. 13--Murrelle
Walker, Carita Lamb,Linda
White, and Marilyn Iterndon.
Tee No. 12--Ada Sue
Roberts, Grace James,
Carolyn Lane, and Peggy
Noel.
Tee No. 11-Jeannie Morgan,
Jennifer Crouse, Sherri
Mohon,and Polly Seale.
Tee No. 18-Nell Tackett,
Patsy Neale, Mabel Robers,
and Sharon Kelso.
Tee No. 10-Doll Redick,
Barbara McCuiston, Eleanor
Miller, and Betty Thompson.

Tuesday Is Bargain
Ste At These Theatres
All Seats $1.50
CAPP!
C44•
•
•
$3.00 A Carload....

••••••••i:1k..1•••••••
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

No Passos•No Bargain Nil.
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Tuesday .July le

Ellis Center will be open
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health activities by the Murra
Senior Citizens. For inCenter.
formation call 753-0929.
First
Baptist Church
Wednesday, July 11
Women's Groups will meet as
Legion of Mary will meet at
follows: II with Mrs. Lottie
Jones at 10 a.m. and III with 1:30 p.m. and Parish Council.
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart at 2 St. Leo's Catholic Church, will
meet at 7 p.m., at rectory.
p.m.
Prayer group meting will be
at 7 p.m. at Seton Center.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Ladies day events at Oaks
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Country Club will include golf
and bridge at 9:30 a.m. and
Twilight Cabaret will luncheon at noon.
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Ladies day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf
Ladies Medal Play Golf at 9 a.m., tennis at 9:30 a.m..
Tournament will open today at and luncheon at noon.
the Murray Country Club.
Lynn
Grove
United
Methodist Church Women will
Murray Christian Women's meet at 2 p.m.
Club luncheon will be held at
Murray Bass Club will meet
12 noon at the Holiday Inn.
Cost will be $4 and for at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
reservations call 759-4635 or Restaurant.
489-2706 by July 9.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Murray High Band will start Circles of First Unitec
summer rehearsals from 7 to 9 Methodist Church will meet at
p.m. in the high school band the church at 7:30 p.m.
room. All members of the
Summer Youth _Program,
band are urged to attend the designed
to meet the heeds of
first rehearsals.
the prospective or novice
rodeo participant, a Rodeo
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
Camp. will be held from July
will meet at the West Ken11 through 14 it the West
Electric
Rural
tucky
Kentucky Livestock and
Corporation
Cooperative
Exposition Center, Murray
Building, Mayfield,at 1 p.m.
State University„

Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
ai the home of Martha Covey.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.
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Gaines-Reed Vows
Planned July 21

By Abigail Van Byren

Wife Has a Lover—
Her Husband's Boss
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 13 years to a
beautiful woman.1 recently learned that she has been having an affair with my boss. My close friends tell me that it
has been common knowledge for some time. I never
suspected a thing, but now many things fit together like a
jigsaw puzzle. I've been sent out of town on business trips
that could have been handled *pity. And although we are
not in his social circle, my boss has invited us to his country
club and included us when no other employees were invited.
I am in no position to quit my job. I've considered-divorce,
but I'm concerned about the effect it might have on our
children. I am heartsick, depressed and confused. If I didn't
love my children so much, I'd drive my car into a brick wall
at 90 miles an hour.
Can you help me?
BETRAYED IN LOS ANGELES
DEAR BETRAYED: This is not the end of the world. If
ever a person needed emotional support and objective professional counseling, you do.
I urge you to phone your local Suicide Prevention Center
now. 'They're listed in your phone book.I They offer individual and group therapy sessions to help you survive
sour depression and put your life back together again.
Please call now. Write to me after you've seen them. I care.

DEAR ABBYWe have two teen-age sons. My husband
"opened a sivings account for each of them when they W %fp
very young, and each year he puts several hundred dollars
into their accounts, plus the money they receive for
birthdays, Christmas, etc,
Our problem is trying .to get the boys to earn money and
save it on their own. What little they do earn they would
fritter away on treats, records and foolishness if their father _
didn't insist that half of every dollar earned must go into the
. bank. This gives them very-litfle incentive to earn money.
They say, "What for'? Dad will only make us put it in the
hank."
What to do?
Hazel C,omMunity Center
CONCERNED MOTHER
will be open for activities 12(
the Hazel Senior Citizens
DEAR MOTHER: All children live for today.'The future
including birthday party for seems unreal to them.
The "1-want-it-now" attitude is the
July, Craft Club at 1 p.m.. hallmark of immaturity. Train your children to
save. If they
program by Mrs. Bramley. resent it, so what? When they're older they'll appreciate
Extension Office, blood having a nest egg instead of a goose egg.
pressure check at noon, and
DEAR ABBY: Shortly after Christmas my wife bought a
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
supply of Christmas cards at a greatly reduced price. Last
LakeSide Singers and eve-rting-she put them in front of me and said, "Here, sign
Twilight Cabaret will present. these: you aren't doing anything."
separate programs at Ken- . I got my pen out and started to sign the first card, then
tucky Dam Village State Park she suddenly pulled the cards away and said. "Better not.
One of us Alight not be here next year, and I would look
at 8:30 a.m.
awfully foolish trying to explain how your name got on the
card!"
JOHN KELLOGG,FINDLAY,OHIO_

Your individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

'4
,

DEAR JOHN: Thanks for ad.ndy day-brightener
DEAR ABBY: My sister eloped. My mother insists that
we brothers and sisters buy wedding gifts for her since she
bought gifts for our weddings.
The problem is that the Test of us all had weddings which
she attended, but since she ran off and got married and
didn't have a wedding, we don't think we owe her any wed
ding present. •
We have all agreed to abide by your decision.
WONDERING IN PITTSBURGH
•
DEAR WONDERING: A wedding gift is not• payoff for
attending a wedding celebration, It is for should bet a
gesture of affection and good wishes from you to the
newlyweds. Send gifts.

.11iss Melody bine
Mrs, Mary Arnold of 616 Mitchell Court, Bowling Green,
announces the engagement and forthcoming marriage of her
daughter, Melody Lane -Gaines, to Michael Anthony Reed,
son of Mrs. Ornell Bumphis of Murray.
Miss Gaines is a student at Murray State University where
she is majoring in social work.
Mr. Reed is a 1975 graduate of Murray High School. He is
employed by Murray State University and Rutledge Mortuary.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, July 21, at 2 p.m. at
the Seventh Street Baptist Church, Bowling Green. A
reception will follow at the home of the bride-elect's mother.
Formal invitations have been sent.

Murray Club Ladies To
Start Medal Gcflf Play
920 am.-Jerlene Sullivan,
Betty Jo Purdom, Frances
Hulse, and Carol Hibbard.
9:30 a.m.-Betty Lowry,
Veneta Sexton, Betty Stewart.
and Evelyn Jones.
All-golfers will start on Tee
9:40 a.m.--Elizabeth
No. 1, accdrding to Betty Slusnigyer, Sandy
Coleman,
Stewart, tournament chair- Edith Garrison, and
Louise
man, who has released the Lamb.
lineups for Tuesday, July 10,
9:50 - a.m.--Anna Mary
as follows:
Adams, Jane Fitch, Chris
Graham, and
Euldene
9 a.m.-Euvie Mitchell, Inus
Robinson.
Orr, Toni Hopson, and
10 a.m.-Norma Frank, Lou
Cathryn Garrott.
Doran, and Nancy Haverstock.
9 : 1 0 a.m.--Margaret
10:10 a.m.-Beth Belote,
Shuffett, Madolyn Lamb,
Frances Parker, Barbara
Faira Alexander, and Diane
Stacey, and Molly Booth.
Villanova.
The Murray Country Club
Ladies Medal Play Golf
Tournament will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, July
10 and 11,

FOR TUESDAY,JULY 10, 1919
wnat kind of day will AQUARIUS
tomorrow be? To find out what (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A secret plan may have to
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth be scratched. Too much
aggressiveness h a romantic
Sign.
situation could lead to a
rebuff. Cool it.
ARIES
PISCES
mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
You may 'feel frustrated in (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Others may not go along
your work or concerned about
your ideas for having fun
with
a problem. Downplay ego —
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
easily
not the time to force issues or • On your own, you could
new
booklet"What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby:
indiscretion
lapse into
to insist on own way.132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212...Enclose SI and •
reputation.
Protect
TA CRCS
long, stamped 128 cental, self add
d envelope, please.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
are
TODAY
BORN
YOU
accent
It
patience.
The
is on
may be- too soon to act on often attracted to businesses
advice re a child or dependenL allied with the arts. Though
—
decisions
Postpone
or prone to self-doubt, you have a
Hwy.94 East-1 mile out
people
with
dealing
for
gift
business ventures.
Mon.-Sat..9-5,Sun. 1-6
Open
contacts-where
well
and
do
The _ bride-eject
GEMINI
was
,Miss Rhonda Housden,
important.
to
Inclined
the
are
May 21 to June 20
presented a corsage et car--14th bride-elect of Cary
Ironstone Dinnerware
Parental opposition or the professions, you do better on Redden, was complimented
nations by the hostesies. partnership.
in
than
own
your
Sets
caution of a superior may thGames were played with the
psychology, with a household shower held
wart plans. Be considerate of Law, medicine,
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In a candlelight evening
ceremony on Friday, June 15,
Miss Bettie Jean Usrey and
Leslie .Wayne Bean were
united in marriage at the
Sharpe Church of Christ.
They are the children of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Usrey of
Benton and Mr and Mrs. J. D.
Bean of Paducah.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by the bride's
father, Robert Usrey and her
uncle, Winford Claiborne.
Prenuptial music was
presented by' a group of
singers from Murray.
The wedding vows were
exchanged before an altar
decorated with a 15 branched
candlelabrum with spiral
candlelabra on both sides.
Baskets of
pink
chrsythemums and lavender
daisy mums accented the
altar.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was attired in a beautiful gown of
white organza delicately
trimmed with Chantilly lace.
Pearl
encrusted
lace
enhanced the molded bodice
-sind mandarin collar as well as
-the sheer Bishop sleeves. A
Wide satin ribbon underscored
the empire midriff. The full
flared skirt was graced the
hemline with a deep ruffle
attached to an edge of matching Chantilly lace and
creating a chapel length train.
Her bouquet was white roses
and phalaenopsis orchids and
baby's breath. 0
The bride chose Mrs. David
Eison as her matron of honor
and Molly Kidd as junior
bridesmaid. They wore pink
gowns.
length
floor
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Dorori
Claiborne and Mrs. David
Watson. They were attired in
identical floor length gowns of
lavender flocked print. All
attendants carried bouquets of
lavender and pink daisies and
mums.
Jerald Howard served as
best man. Groomsrnen were

Reunion June 30
.41 The City Park
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The family of Mrs. Mary
Ray and the late Clayton C.
Ray held a family reunion at
the Murray City Park on
Saturday, June 30.
Those present from Murray
were Burford and Stella Hurt,
Harold and Jean Hurt,
Catherine Hurt, Ulis and Irene
Woods, Barbara Harrell,
Doug and Barry Harr
and Gloria Thomas, TamIny
and Jay Thomas, Gary and
Trecia Ray, Bradford Ray,
Mrs. Mary Ray, Mrs. Lottie
Ray, Harry and Kathern Ray,
Otis and Nettie Beach, and
Terry Ray.
From Calvert City were
Gene Dale and loeta Ray.
From Mayfield were Zel and
Christene Cooper. From
Chattanooga, Tenn., were
Charles and Bonnie Ray, Kim
Ray, Nancy Kellett, Mike,
Jeff, Chip, LeAnn Mallett,
Janice and Jim White, Missy,
Stacey, Troy, Christy White,
Kenny and Linda Ray, and
two friends of the family,
Cindy and Michelle.
From Dalton, Ga., were
Linda and Steve Pennington,
Scott, Stan, and Ann Pennington.

'Jr. and Mrs. Leslie U uyne Bean
Doron
Eison,
David
Claiborne, Danny Claiborne
and Randy Cope.
Mrs. Usrey wore a blue floor
length gown of crepe. Mrs.
Bean wore a dusty rose floor
length gown of qiana. They
each wore an orchid corsage.
- Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
basement of the church.
_
Serving the guests were Inez
Barnes, Michelle Barnes,
Mrs. Darrell Bollinger, Sarah
Byers, Mrs. Howard Moss,
and Melissa Sledd.

Rehearsal Dinner
The rehearsal dinner was
hosted by the groom's parents
at their home.
Prior to the wedding the
bride was honored with the
following events: An afternoon tea at the home of
Mrs. C. R. Eison; a Sunday
tea at the home of Mrs. Sam 0.
Cain; an afternoon tea hosted
by Mrs. Wayne Cope and Mrs.
Beulah Garrett; a bridal tea
at the home of Mrs. James
Robert Barnes; a surprise
luncheon was given by Mrs.
Howard Mass at her home.

COOKING
IS FUN

Miss Debbie Mitchersorcis
Honored Here At Shower

roses. Her mother, Mrs. Billy
Mitcherson, and the groomBy CEUlLY BROWNSTONE
elect's mother, Mrs. Clinton
Associated Press tood Editor
Burchett, were presented
DINNER FOR TWO
corsages of yellow and pink Opera Tuna
Salad
roses.
Beverage
Fruit Sherbert OPERA TUNA
The bride-elect's sister,
Hearty and delicious main
Miss Denese Mitcherson, was (lish.
present also for the prenuptial
4 ounces thin spaghetti
event.
2 tablespoons instant
flour
Refreshments of homemade
11
/
2 cups cold milk
cakes, nuts, mints, and punch
2 tablespoons butter
were served to approximately
Salt and pepper to taste
35 guests.
2 tablespoons dry sherry
7-ounce can solid white
tuna albacore), drained
/
1
2 cup pitted ripe olives,
thinly sliced
1'4 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
1.
'041
Cook spaghetti according to
S_pecial ladies events at ths will be Annie Knight. Mary
directions and drain.
Murray Country CluIP on Ann Russell, Jane Hall, Patsy package
Meanwhile in a 1,2-quart sauceWednesday, July 11, will in- Greer, Pat Holt, Martha Sue
pan gradually stir the flour into
dude a ladies city luncheon at Ryan, Clara Humphrey, Beth the milk; add the butter; over
noon, ladies day tennis, and Belote, Margaret Franklin, medium heat, stirring conthe second day, of the ladies Laverne Ryan, Jeannie stantly, hring to boiling and
Harrison, and Tootle Oakley.
medal play golf tournament.
boil for a minute. Off heat stir
Mary Frank Valentine and in salt, pepper, sherry, tuna
Georgianna Moffitt will be
chairman of the hostesses for Jana Hughes will be hostesses and olives. Turn hot spaghetti
into two shirred-egg dishes
'
-for the tennis day.
the luncheon and reservations11
/
2-cup size ). Pour sauce over
should be made by today with _ Tournament chairman for
Sprinkle with Parmespaghetti.
the Ladies Medal Play
the chairman.
san. Broil close to high heat unOther luncheon hostesses Tournament is Betty Stewart
til golden brown. Serve at once.
Makes 2 large servings.
•_
Miss Debbie Mitcherson,
Aug. 5th bride-elect of Mike
Burchett, was honored with a
bridal shower held Thursday,
June 28, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
The hostesses for the event
were Mrs. Oacus Bedwell,
Mrs. Robert Young, and Mrs.
Leighton Lawson, aunts of the
groom-elect.
The honoree was presented
a corsage of peach and white

•

Ray Family Holds

Program At Library

HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Reduce total calories

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have high cholesterol. It's
299. My doctor said no cholesterol food and come back
in three months. I eat no
eggs, butter, bacon or pork
and very little milk - only in
cooking — and very little ice
cream. I went back and the
_cholesterol was up 40 points.
What do you suggest? Incidentally,
71 years old.
DEAR READER - Cholesterol tests fluctuate from
one determination to the
next. That's why we often
advise having at least three
before deciding what the
person's cholesterol level
usually is. Stress alone can
cause some people's cholesterol level to go up.
I'm- sending you The
Health Letter number 1-3 to
give you the general dietary
principles for a low-fat, lowcholesterol diet. Othigreaders who want this issue can
send 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me,in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. As you see
from it, there are quite a few
more things you need to do
than you may have tried.
The first important point
with any of the dietary programs to lower cholesterol is
to reduce your total calorie
intake. If a person is
overweight, meaning excess
fat under the skin, none of
these diets will really do
much good until an adequate
Murray Assembly No. 19 amount of excess body fat
has been lost. After the caloOrder of the Rainbow For ries are
controlled, the other
Girls met Tuesday, July 3, at.7 dietary changes such as low
p.m. at the lodge hall with cholesterol and low fat, parClarissa Thorn as worthy ticularly low saturated fat,
advisor and Barbara Windsor are more apt to help.
You need milk. It's your
as mother advisor.
major source of calcium and
An initiation was held with
if you're not going to use it,
the degrees of the order being you'll
liave to take some
conferred upon Connie Lovett.
calcium tablets or you may
Members present were start having softening of
Trisha
Clark,
Vickey-_ your bones (osteoporosis).
Weatherford, Michelle Cook, You can use fortified skim
Lee Stacey, Missy George, milk without any major conClarissa Thorn, Lana Lasater, cern about either fat or
cholesterol intake. The same
and Angie Thweatt.
Adults
present .were applies to using uncreamed
low-fat) cottage cheese.
Frances Churchill, Laura
I don't know whether
Arnold, Marilyn Weatherford, you're overweight or not but
and Barbara Windsor.
I would suggest that you
The girls made plans for start a daily walking prptheir concession booth at the gram to help improve your
Murray-Calloway
County physical activity. Follow a
diet that helps eliminate
Fair, July 16-21.
your-obesity if you have any,
The next meeting will be eliminate the cholesterol,
Tuesday, July 17, at 4 p.m. at fats, and particularly the
the lodge hall.
saturated fats, in your diet.

Rainbow For Girls
Holds Initiation
At Tuesday Mee!

Some doctors don't worry
very much about the cholesterol level past 65 years of
age. I think that's a mistake
If you can adjust a person's
cholesterol to the lower
level, regardless of his age,
he often does a little better.
-_ILs rarely too late to try to
do something useful for people.
Many people don't realize
that the amount of fat in
your diet influences how
much cholesterol is absorbed into your bloodstream. The fat in the mixed
food bolus in your small
intestine facilitates absorption of cholesterol. Even if
you don't have any cholesterol in your food, it's
formed by your liver and is
passed with the bile into
your small intestine. That
cholesterol which your own
body makes is then absorbed
much more readily if you
happen to be eating a lot of
fat in your food.

SAFETY PROGRAM-The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary
Flotilla 27-5 presented No programs on "Water Safety" for
children, ages 4 through 10, at the Calloway County Public
Library on June 22. Presenting the programs were Shirley Johnson, captain, Dick Farrell, flotilla commander, and
Dorothy Byrn, assistant instructor. Distress signals featured
include, from left, hands up, flag upside down, holding
flashlight, and mirror. Note that all four are wearing life
preservers.

*Bed Linens
*Pillows
*Hampers
*Wicker
*Wood Items
*Candles
*Bath Accessories
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New in your.
neighborhood?

wilsa2Zalti.R.1

Andtatill searching for the grocefy store and
more closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. Its your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will too.

Many
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Ireleorne Wagon
140.1.404•49..

Inge King 492-8348

It's our 7th Birthday and in appreciation for the past 7 years
of loyal patronage we're offering you!!!

Mary Hamilton 7534570
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On All Carpet
$4.99 and up
Excluding Itemosreials
And Artifiaal kiss

Clegg F. Austin, M.D.
Announces The Association Of

Robert Baosik, M.D.
. For

Pediatrics And Neonatology
At

104 North 5th Street4
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Office Hours By Appointment

Telephone: 753-7318
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Come
Celebrate With Us

SMITH
JOE
753-6660
4th Street
CARPETS
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The Calloway County Fiscal Court
voted to levy the three per cent utility
tax requested by the Calloway County
and Murray Boards of Education. The
tax will go on utilities on Aug. 15,
Deaths reported include Harold
Vernon Hopkins, 42, Mrs. Era Maude
Page, 83, Jeff L. McKeel, 87, and Mrs.
'Rudy Gertrude) Smith, 77.
New parking meters are being installed around the court square and on
Main Street today by the Murray Police
Department.
Births reported include a boy,
Timothy Dwain,to Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Edmonson, July 2, a boy, William
Mason, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mason
Downey, July 3, and a boy, Gregory
Brent, to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Black,
July 6.
Miss Jean Potts, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Ted M. Potts, was married to
Tommy Phillips, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Phillips, on June 22 at the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.

Why Teens Drink
He's a teen-ager who always
earned good grades, participated insports and had fun.
Then it stopped; his grades
fell; his football stayed in the
closet; he grew distant. He was
drinking, perhaps just for
kicks, then because he couldn't
communicate with his parents,
still later because he couldn't
stop.
He's not alone. He's one of 3.3
million youths nationally with a
drinking problem. Many mix
liquor and drugs.
Nobody can quite say what
causes teen-agers to drink any
more than they can say for certain why some adults become
alcoholics and others don't.
People who work with
alcoholics in the Los Angeles
area say there are a variety of
reasons.
..Teen-agers see their parents
drink,sometimes to excess.
*Children who cannot corn-

Business Mirror

municate with their parents,
either because they feel that
their parents cannot 'help or
because they won't take the
time to listen, may turn to
drinking.
*Peer pressure to drink can
be intense.
*Slick liquor ads help convince kids that drinking will
make them sophisticated.
*Teen-agers are learning the
lesson about drugs. They don't
trust much of what they can
buy. Sometimes drugs just cost
too much. So some young
people are turning back to
liquor, but with a new passion
for getting very drunk,not just
high.
Whatever the cause, it
produces some grim statistics.
Six out of every 10 accidental
deaths among teen-agers involve alcohol.

Funny
Ftinny World
In Paris, Senator Henri C,aillavent
will celebrate the new year by sponsoring a bill to legalize houses of
prostitution in Franee-a gain. He figures
that life is too dangerous for male
motorists and the girls who hail them
down suddenly, during the heavy night
traffic in the Bois de Boulogne.
(Figaro)
WRITE TO POETTICIANS
As a service to our readers. The
Murray* Ledger
Times
&
periodically_publishesAhe addresses
of the state and ,federal elected
representatives serving our.area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may ..be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep.Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STAtE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 .
ayfield, Ky. 42066
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—The Los Angeles Times
14% John runniff

Variations Obscure
Jobless Trends
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — The jobless rate
in June dropped two-tenths of one
percent to 5.6 percent, evoking comments from some circles that made you
wonder if they were watching a
fireworks spectacular.
But it doesn't really mean much, and
probably nothing. It's seasonally adjusted, and so it might say something
about the weather, but very little about
the U.S. economy.
Interpret with caution, said Janet
Norwood, commissioner of labor
statistics. Such numbers are adjusted
.for seasonal variations, such as the
surge of job-seeking youngsters in
summer.
Seasonal variations, as statisticians
see them, obscure trends, and so they
seek to eliminate them. At Christmas,
sales almost always rise, so you adjust
the figures. You mark them down.
Generally, seasonal adjustment
involves averaging the sales for
previous years and using it as the norm.
What then becomes important is by how
much the latest figures differ from the
norm.
The reason,statisticians explain,is to
eliminate the expectable variations,
- which have little to do with underlying
trends.
In the latest instance, the adjusters
sought to discount the surge in job
applications and openings that usually
occur at this time of year and disappear
by fall.
But how do you account for clif-

20 Years Ago

ferences in weather, semester closing
dates, and job programs? And were
figures for earlier years true norms, or
perhaps aberrations.
When you deal with adjustments you
deal with problems and questions. And
while they may not totally destroy the
usefuless of adjusting, they greatly
reduce the significance of minor
changes.
The latest improvement in the jobless
rate resulted almost totally from the
drop in teenage unemployment to 15.3
percent in June from .16.8 percent in
May.
But, the recipe for the entire
unemployment rate continues to be
questioned, and so do the toes to which
it is put.
Peter Drucker, the management and
social critic, claims the official rate is
meaningless. He insists the significant
number is for the adult male head of
household, which often is only half as
large.
Prof. Peter Gutmann, known for his
analysis of the "underground
economy," in which money is earned
'but never reported for tax purposes,
believes tlie rate may be overstated by
1.5 points.
Many people today, he states, are
working "off the books." They are
actively employed but they take their
income in cash. And many more, he
says, while registered as job seekers
really are not.
Many critics argue that we shouldn't
count people out of work for a few
weeks while they obtain another
position.
Others insist the jobless rate is understated and are particularly irked at
the exclusion from estimates of the
labor force those people who have
become so discouraged they no longer
...actively pursue jobs.
Whatever the criticisms, they make
you wonder how much time we should
siknd analyzing the significance of a
gain or loss in the jobless rate
twotenths of one percentage point.
At most, maybe a fraction of a
•second.

a

tBible

Thought

"And it shall come to pass when,
your children shall say unto What
mean ye by this service/ That ye shall
say, It is the sacrifice of the Lord's
passover." Exodus 12:26-27
How well do you understand the
fundamentals of your faith? Are you
able to transmit Bible truth to-your
children)

Heartiliie is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose,, is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 years old
in November. I plan to continue
working at least till the end of 1979. My
--company's health insurance will be
discontinued when I reach the age of 65.
Will I be eligible for Medicare when I
am 65 even though I will not be drawing
my Social Security, or will I have to
purchase a private insurance policy? —
R.T.
You will be eligible for Medicare
when you are 65 years old even though
you are still working. You should sign
up for this three months prior to your
65th birthday, in your case, in September. You will be billed on a quarterly basis for the medical insurance
portion, which is currently $8.70 per
month. The hospitalization portion of
Medicare is free.
For people who are now on the
Medicare program or will soon be
turning age 65 arid going on Medicare,
Headline has available their 1979
version of Heartline's guide to
Medicare.
This revised book is also written In
easy-to-understand
question-and-answer form, but has much more information than the 1978 issue. Included
in the new issue are the new deductibles
for Part "A" medical insurance, more
items and conditions that Medicare
covers, a more concise explanation of
the reasonable charges and detailed
instructions on how to fill out your
Medicare claim form.
You can receive the,1979 edition of
Heartline's guide to Medicare by
sending $1.75 to Medicare Guidebook,
114 East Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. This book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied,
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
HEARTLINE: My father is a *
railroad worker and he is now having
difficult time doing his work. He would
like to apply for disability benefits and
quit work. He talked to someone about
applying for disability and they mentioned two different types of disability
benefits. Can you give me some mofe
information on these? — K.N.
There are two different types of
disability annuities for railroad eniployees. One is based on disability for
all types of employment and is payable
to any age undeo,65 to employee'
regular occupation (occupational
disability) and Ls payable at any age if
the employee has at least 20 years of
railroad service, or, at ages 60-64, if the
employee has 10 years or more service.
The employee must also have a
"current connection with the railroad
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industry" in order to qualify for an
annuity based on occupational
disability. To have a current connection, an employee must have at
least 12 months of railroad employment
during the last two and a half working
years before becoming disabled.
The standards for total and occupational disabilities differ. For an
occupational disability, the employee's
Physical or mental condition must be
such that he is permanently disabled
for work in his regular occupation even
though he may be able to perform other
kinds of work. For total disability, it
must be shown by medical evidence
that the employee's physical or mental
condition will permanently prevent him

from performing any regq* work. A
condition is considered to be permanent
if it has lasted or will last for at least 12
months.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow who no
longer receives a VA pension because
my income exceeds the limit permissable. However, I am receiving
pension for my minor son who will soon
be 18. I bave been told that the pension
will stop as of his 18th birthday. Is this
true? — K.D.
Your son may continue to receive VA
pension until his 23rd birthday if he
remains single and is enrolled in an
approved -school. Verification is
required and must be provided on VA
Form 21-674, available at any VA office.
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The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
owned,1271

Judge Patterson, former newspaper man, was an excellent
writer, and forcibly executed his end of the propaganda in the following campaign. In the meantime he had the opportunity to personally speak to President Teddy Roosevelt in a centenary observance
at Hodgensville in celebration of President Abe Lincoln's birthday.
Judge Patterson whispered in the president's ear: "I'm the only
Republican ever to hold public office in Calloway County." Roosevelt
was delighted and told Patterson he would remember that.
Apparently President Roosevelt did remember Judge,Patterson
when he appointed John D. 'McLeod postmaster at Hazel over the
protests of Calloway Republicans. When requested that Roosevelt
explain his hasty action' by an, aide in charge of political appointments, President Roosevelt took from a drawer in his desk a picture
he had received from
of Ili family „witk the inscription
on the back: "Nine reasons why I should be appointed postmaster
of Hazel." The President added: "I see no reason for another reason."
The order stood. Judge Patterson was also a friend of McLeod.
..The band played on, the Farmers Institute continued and all
teachers must attend the Institute each year else loose their teacher's
certification in 1909.

mcLeoa
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30 Years Ago
Or, J. A. Outland, head of the
Calloway County Health Department,
said that no active cases of polio have
been reported thus far this year in
Calloway County.
Contributions to the Calloway County
Fair totaling $2,149 have been turned in
to date, according to an announcement
from the Calloway County Fair Board
Association. The fair will be held Aug.
10, 11, and 12 at the Murray City Park.
The premium list is published in
today's issue of The Ledger & Times.
Honor guest at the Murray Rotary
Club meeting July 7 at the Murray
Woman's Club House was 0. T. Hale,
first president of the club who is now
visiting his son, Vernon Hale and
family. He now resides in Sarasota,
Fla.
The family of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Pierce of Kirksey held its first reunion
in eight years.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid qualified for firs
place in The Ledger & Times Fishing
Contest when she landed a four pound
bass near the mouth of Blood River. It
was taken June 27 with a spinner and
white fly.

Today
In History
Today is Monday, July 9, the 190th
day of 1979. There are 175 days left in
the year.

ik

The thirteenth annual census of the federal government ushered
In the New Year of 1910 with a promise of- a sizable crew of jobs
requiring the customary examinations of qualifications that included,
of course, the unwritten 'party law of being a Republican for the
chief eseckitive was President William Howard Taft. If there were
not enough faithful GOP's to fill the bill, Democrati would be
grudgingly considered as a court of last resort. Not that it would
be any different were the President a Democrat. Regardless of
who it was to be to cut the patronage pie, there were an estimated
90 million peopleksto ,ciwt in the country and the - Republicans
Would be doing the eountffig in Calloway County.
Oki Calloway County was on a boom with barn raisings heading
the progress parade, rural mail boxes had to be painted white, a
blanket tax assessment increase of 20 per cent, the Crawford Electric
Plant would generate power from 2 p. m. until 11:30 p. m., provided
50 customers would install electric fans to warrant the afternoon
and late night add-on. It was truly a year of progress for there was
organized,a Commercial Club in.March, a forerunnertof the Chamber of Commerce, with goals set for "moral, social and financial
advancement for Murray and Calloway County." Membership to
the club was open to anyone willing to pledge $2 to the cause
and 66 willingly joined the cradle movement. Were it not for 'the
approaching Halley's Comet all would have been serene in this
fataul year, but the admixture of fear and progress failed to jell until
Earth had passed through the tail of the comet set for May 18 by
the astronomers. But the story is advancing too rapidly.

To Be Continued

NON

Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, was named
"Man of the Year" by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce at the annual
dinner meeting held July 7 at the
Student Union Building, Murray State
College. Guest speaker was James
Zimmerman, director, Industrial
Development, Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.
Mrs. Dortha Bailey has been added to
the staff of the Calloway County Health
Department. Her position will be
nutritionist.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Johnson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. Giogles Wallis announce the engagement of their
daughter. Carolyn, to Carl Morris
Stout, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Morris Stout, Sr.
Recreational skating will be held at
the Murray City Park starting July 13,
according to local park officials.

Editor's Note: To determine the number of hard-bound books
of "The Story of Calloway CotInty, 1822-1976" to be printed, the
authors request that prospective buyers indicate number of books
desired at 1b estimated cost of $15 a copy. Do NOT send any money!
Printing is to begin this fall and completion anticipated by September, 1980. Mail request postcard to Dorothy and Kerby Jennings,
221 N. 13th Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1816, Argentina
declared independence from Spain.
On this date:
In 1776, Gen. George Washington
summoned his troops in New York and
had the Declaration of Independence
read to them.
In 1850, President Zachary Taylor
died at the White House after having
served only one yearend four months of
his ternn office.
41%
In 1947, the engagement of Britain's
Princess Elizabeth and Lieutenant
Philip Mountbatten was announced.
In 1960, the Soviets threatened
the
United States with missiles if
Washington tried to oust the Castro
government in Cuba.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nhtbn ordered U.S. military forces and
civilian personnel abroad reduced by
20,000, but Vietnam and Korea were not

Included.

Five years ago: Former Chief Justice
of the United States Earl Warren died
at age 83.
One year ago: Israel rejected an
Egyptian peace plan calling for an
Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip.
Today's birthdays: King Hassan II of
Morocco is 50. Outfielder Willie Wilson
of the Kansas City Royals baseball
team is 24. British artist David
Hodtney is 42.
Thought for today: The very spring
arid root of honesty and virtue lie in
good education -- Plutarch, Greek
biographer, 46-120 A-t).
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County Champions for the year are: (BR) Gaye Martin, Leigh Ann Steely, Michelle
Jarrett, Deanna Cunningham, Leland Steely, Carla Beach,(FR) Debbie Key, Gina Herndon, Jennifer Jarrett, Dana Cunningham, Denise Randolph, Staci Tidwell,(Not pictured)
Jeane Thorn, Rex Morgan, Sherri Coles, Gina Brown, Lisa Mikulcik, Janet Smith, Anne
Marie Hale,and Patti Robinson.

Area Winners for their 4-H projects are:(BR)Tonya Kick, Gaye Martin, Michelle Jarrett,
Melissa Manning and Leland Steely,(FR) Marcia Ford, Jill Rowland, Jennifer Jarrett, and
Staci Tidwell. (Not Pictured) David Heathcott, Kelly Lovins, David Grady, Rachel
Garland, Harriethood, Tracey Beach, and Raymond Grady.

Maxine Scott, president of Paces Homemaker Club
presented Michelle Jarrett, East Winners 4-H Club with
the 4-H participation award. Michelle was selected as a
result of her participation in 12 selected 4-H activities held
during 1978.
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Mayme Bryan was honored by the 4-H Council for her
work with 4-Hers. Mayme is being presented with a
plaque for meritorpus service by Kathy Stubblefield,
president of the 4-H Council.

State Winners for the 1978 4-H year were Tonya Kirk,
high individual in English Horse Judging and jimmy Jo
Hale, member of Ky. Livestock Judging Team.
e
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Pennyrile Hog Market
Show Slated July 16

Local 4-H'ers Attend
West Kentucky Camp
4-Hers attending are:
Fifty 4-H'ers and volunteer
County
Debbie Kay, Robin Adams,
leaders from Calloway
are enjoying a fun filled week James Judgins, Gina Hernat the Westerr Ky. 4-H Camp. don, Peggy Bassford, Tina
Activities planned for Lee, Tina Baker, Tracy
campers include boating, Higgins, Terry Hasty, Sherri
swimming, archery, gun Hasty, Ray Elkins,. Rita
safety and arts & crafts. Elkins, Karen Elkins, Lori
Campers also enjoy periods of Burkeen, Rhonda Kirks,
Mary
Henley,
recreational games, Shane
devotionals, and programs Thibodeaux, Christine
about energy conservation. Thibodeaux, Lieschen'KenNight programs planned for nedy, Cheryl Tremblay,
the 4-H'ers will include a Shawn. Tremblay, Tim Bur"Hillbilly Hoedown," 4-H chfield, Marcus Cavitt, Dana
Carnival, Walt Disney Movie Cunningham, Shain West, Jim
Nanney, Troy Higgins, Staci
and Relay Rally.
Barber, Shelia Scott, Isacc
Those attending from Schroeder, Aaron Schroader,
Calloway County are: Paul Leland Steely, Leigh Ann
McGee, Veronica Elkins, Steely, Sherri Tidwell, Staci
Harold
Elkins,
Penny Tidwell, Alicia Stubblefield,
Lockhart and Joyce Tidwell, Jennifer Jarrett, Michelle
as volunteer leaders.
Jarrett, and Rachel Garland.

Carla Beach, 1978 Senior 4-H Queen was present to
crown her successor Deanna Cunningham, Penny
Loafers, recently chosen as 1979 Calloway County 4-H
Senior Queen.

Jimmy Jo Hale, was honored as Kentucky Colonel at the
annual 4-H Family Awards dinner. Hale, a member of the
Ky. Gold livestock Jlidging Team is a graduate of
Callos4ay County High School. Presenting the commission is Kathy Stubblefield, president of the Calloway
County 4-H Council. ..,

-H AwardsGiven
The Second Annual 4-H
Family award night was held
recently in the Cafeteria of
Calloway County High School.
The dinner is held to honor all
4-H'ers. who have achieved
county, area, apd state
awards during the year have
devoted so much time and
effort to the 4-H program.
Judy Cunningham and
Marlene
Beach
were
presented with pins denoting
five years of leadership in the
4-H program. One year pins
were presented to Carolyn
Manning, Marilyn Martin,
Sandy Tidwell, Jan Jarrett

and Steve Fricker. New
leaders included Jonda
Crosby, Marilyn Herndon,
Joretta Randolph, and Millie
Ward, Barbara BroacImerkle.
Jo Beth Robertson. Other
leaders recognized were Cecil
and Alice Like, Arlie and
Maxine Scott, Joyce Tidwell,
Gladys Jarrett, Mayme
Bryan. Teen leaders honored
were Deanna Cunningham,
Carla Beach, Laura Jarrett.
Jeana Cooper and Trisha
Clark.
The Awards program Ls
sponsored by People& Bank,
Bank of Murray, and the
Calloway County 4-H Council

The 1979 Pennyrile Market Memorial Building, 1202 South
Hog Show is scheduled to Virginia Street in Hopkinbegin with the on-foot com- sville, KY.
The Pennyrile Market Hog
petition at the Western
Kentucky Fairgrounds in Show is open only to Kentucky
Hopkinsville, KY, on Monday, pork producers. No advance
July 16, according to an of- entry is required for
ficial of the Division of Shows exhibitors at this event. The
and
Fairs,
Kentucky producer needs only to bring
Department of Agriculture. his swine to the show grounds,
Weighing of entries will at the time designated for
begin at 8:00 a.m. on the day weighing and recording of
of the show, and all entries are entries. This year, for the first,
to be in place on the show time, no exhibitors will be
grounds by 11:00 a.m., with allowed in the show ring
the official judging scheduled during the adult classes.
to begin at 1:00 p.m. A judging Exhibitors will be allowed in
contegt will also be held in the youth classes to give the
conjunction - with the show youth the opportunity to gain
activities. Both the onfoot showing experience.
competition and the judging
corneal will offer classes for
youths and adults.
In ,addition to the on-foot
show, which is to be judged by
Steve Mullin, head hog buyer
for Fischer Packing Company
of Louisville, all entries will be
slaughtered for carcass
evaluation. Dr. W.Y. Varney,
Extension Meat Specialist
We've Got the Shield
from the University of Kenfor You
tucky, will serve as carcass
judge. The results of the
carcass contest will be '
reported at the Pennyrile
Market Hog Show Banquet,___
and Awards Program to be
held at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
evening, July 19 in the .

If You Own
a Farm...

Junior 4-H Royalty for 1979 is Leigh Ann Steely and
Leland Steely, both members of the Southwest Superstars
4-H Club. Crowning the Junior Queen is Carla Beach 1978
_Seaield. Queen. Judging is based on 65% personal 4-H experience and 35% personal interviews.

Aviation Serving Agriculture

Farmer's Air
Service, Inc.
Our 20th Anniversary

Spraying-Seeding-Fertilizing
Office Phone
Murray-Calloway County Dept.
489-2216
Residence 753-1746
Bill Williamson
Serving Tobacco-CornSoybean-anti Wheat Farmers

Special Summer
Sale
41144.4

moat

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
TO .
AREA FARMERS

Always glad
to see.you...
Always ready
to help...
The way we see it...you're not just our
customers...you're our friends. We know how important your farm is to you. .and we'll take a
special interest in helping you with your special
farm needs.. loans, management, or just a bit of
sound advice. Let's talk.

Bank of Murray
FDIC

Local farmers now have available an excellent group - major medical hospital
coverage. Many area farmers enrolled in
this plan last year. This is the same company that handles the group insurance for
many local firms - such as:
—
Murray Ledger A. Timei
City of Murray
Cross Furniture
W.S.J.P. Radio Staff
0
Purchase Construction

Freed Cothom Co. Inc.
Cain A.M.C. Jeep Inc.
City of Mayfield
Power Truss Inc.
Advanced Tire Inc.

Take Advantage Of Group Rates And Group
Coverage
For Information Call
Steve Payne-759-1134 Max Underwood-7S3-4179
Randy Wright-753-8182 Wayne Bennett-753-7273

M. Wayne Bennett
& Associates Ltd.
Murray,Kentucky

FARMERS!
4

ffor ORTo The Minute

Grain Prices
Call...
Hutson Grain Terminal
Port-Of-lihirray-Calloway County

Local
474-2291y
Farmers
Ky.
Farmers.1-8N-592-5409
We Will Be Closed
Sat. IF Sun.
Until Aug. 15th
Nears: 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Non -Fri.

Hutson Grain
Terminal
Larry lioth-Mgr.

Bins by
Special pricing on all size bins — Bins in stock
for immediate delivery and erection. Bin
jacks loaned free with purchase of bins or
complete erection service available.
BUTLER

Coles Const. Co., Inc.
753-3897
Keith Nays
41611-24115

Buddy Anderson
753-5448

Sports
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Caldwell Shoots
Career-Best 66
In Taking Oaks
Spring Honors
A hole that wasn't too kind 158 to edge Bill Seale and John
to Jerry Caldwell a few weeks White. Seale and White tied
ago looked as if it might doom with 160s, but Seale won the
him again yesterday during match of scorecards.
the Oaks Country Club men's
Thomas Jones shot 85-86-171
spring gclf championships.
to win the second flight, while
On the par-four, 365-yard Mike Boggess (173) was
17th hole, his approach shot second and Charles Caldwell
made a bee-line for a creek on t 173 was third.
the left side, and Caldwell
Jerry Caldwell's 66, a
admitted at the time that he career-best round for him,
felt luck might be against him included a chip-in eagle on the
again, as it had. when his 14th hole and seven birdies.
bogey on the same hole Don Cothran's 142 Saturday
dropped him from the lead total was made possible with a
during the Oaks Invitational.
pair of one-under-par 71s.
But Caldwell was able to
35 golfers competed in the
chip onto the green and make tournament.
a par, contributing to a finalChamplooship Flight
round 75 and the tournament Jerry Caldwell
74-601-75-215
championship of the rain- Don Cothran
71-71-75-21'
Cothran
Roy
76-7l-79-6
marred event.
Homer Branch
75-71-75-728
A sizzling 66 enabled Truman Whitfield
-17-7474--73-2
Caldwell.to open a two-stroke Mickey Boggess
Greg Howard
77-79-77-213
lead over Don Cothran after 36
First Flight
holes Saturday, and he began
DeLiner Brewer
80-78-158
yesterday's round with three Bill
Seale
51-79-160
pars and a birdie. But then the John White
7-7-83-160
Jerry Hopkins
514D-151
rains came.
Jim White
82.79-161
And, after play resumed 20- Dalton Noel
7747-164
or-so minutes later, Caldwell Bill Bogard
7646-154
Piirdcrn Lovett
65-79-164
bogeyed four holes in a row. Rude11 Parks
8144-165
"The greens were extremely Mack Bain
8341165
Tony
Wilson
77-91-168
wet, and I three-putted the
Char he Hargrove
6543-1513
first one after it rained," he Greg
Story
6543-169
Chuck Hulick
M44-169
said.
R Ragsdale
81-92-173
But he recouped to par the PMike
Morgan
82-91-173
final 10 holes and take his first Max Walker
10-wd
ttle since 1972 in the event,
Secood Flight
which was postponed several Thomas Jones
5546-171
Mike Boggess
96-91-173
weeks due to wet weather.
Caldwell
6449-173
Cothran shot a 75 to finish Charles
Billy Dan Crouse
8945-174
second at 217, whie Roy Hal Kemp
91-64-175
Johnson
65-96-175
Cothran was far back in third Don
Norman Lane
54417-181
place at 226. —
Dale Chadwick
90-91-154
94-90-164
Delmer Brewer, four shots Bill Roberts
Bob Brown
60-97-185
out of the first-flight lead DOTI Nelson
101-91-192
'Saturday, turned in a 78 for a Jim Johnson
90-wd

Bourne Tops Willenborg
In National Clay Cots
By the Associated Press PITTSBURGH — Secondseeded Lloyd Bourne of
Stanford University beat
tourth-seeded
Blaine
Willenborg of UCLA, 6-4, 6-4,
in the men's singles tennis
final of the National Amateur
Clay Court Championships.

.Willenborg later teamed
with —Scott Bondurant of
Stanford as they captured the
men's doubles titles with a 7-5,
A
6-2, victory over South African
Ian Dunvenhege and Steve
Rogul, both students at the
University of Miami.
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Invincible?
Borg, Navratilova Could Continue
To Dominate, But Others Threaten
By WILL GRIMSLEY
same court. In the ensuing
But Tanner may be tougher
AP Special Correspondent
years, the invincible firebrand next time. Then there is John
WIMBLEDON, England — lost final matches not only .to McEnroe, 20, brimming
with
Bjorq Borg and Martina Borg but to Manuel Orantes, innate skills
and confidence
Navratilova — young, strong, Guillermo Vitas and others.
and hard as they come. He had
bountifully
talented,
Invincibility is not in the a bad Wimbledon, but look out
dedicated ... did someone also vocabulary of the tennis for next time.
say invincible?
champion, and Borg is smart
Martina has to sleep
"One person cannot keep to recognize it.
restlessly. Chris Evert Lloyd
winning all the time," said
He had tough matches here is still around, and beware of
Borg after his titanic five-set
with
Vijay Amritraj, Brian 16-year-old Tracy Austin.
struggle against lightly
She's cold steel and still
regarded Roscoe Tanner in Teacher and, finally, Tanner. growing.
Pam Shriver, 17,
A
missed
volley
here, a
the Wimbledon men's tennis
with
that
oversized
racket, is
flubbed overhead there and
final Saturday.
going to bag her share. Out of
..the
scores
of
any
one
of the
"In the fourth and fifth sets,
Czechoslovakia has come a 17I won the big points. One of matches could have, been yearold
named Hana Manreversed.
these days I am going to lose
dlikova, the most impressive
those points, and then ...." His
Borg is now king. He not youngster in years.
accented voice trailed off in a only has tremendous natural
No rest for Bjorn and
shudder at the prospect of it. . skills and instincts but is Martina
— the kids are closing
Borg, 23, has won four mentally tough.
in on all sides.
Wimbledon titles in a row, 28
matches without a loss, and
people wonder who could
break that string, and when.
Martina is 22:She is a big
4,1
11 5 feet 74*, 145 pounds.
nded, she- hits a serve
Calloway County High either Tuesday or Thursday
that sizzles and sometimes she
..iipirts it so wide the receiver School students who plan to for the first part of a physical
lunges into the backstop play varsity or freshman examination.
The final part will be held at
trying to get a piece of the
football this fall should report the high school July 17 at 7:15.
racket on it.
For further information.
She not only is exceptionally to the Murray-Calloway
powerful but graceful and County health department contact Coach Stan Outland.
quick.
Now she has won her second
Wimbledon and she is not
much more than a child.
People have begun speaking
of her in the same breath with
Suzanne Lenglen, Helen Wills,
'Youths ages 8-18 intereste2•• 4644 bifore July 23.
Margaret Court %nd Billie
in participating in the Murray ;The cline, which runs from
Jean King.
July 23-27, is the second of its
Can she win five Wimbledon Tennis Association's t MTA
titles ip a row, as Lenglen did summer tennis clinic should type sponsored by the MTA
after World War I? Can she contact Sue Overbey at 753- this year.
match Wills' eight championships or King's six?
Certainly she has all the
credentials, as does Borg. ,
At-was amusing to overhtar
a British newsman dictating
his story after Borg's
dramatic triumph over the
hard-serving Tanner.
"Borg," he said, "has the
eye of a hawk, the quickness of
A basketball Camp will be bald
ter bays he.
a cat and the concentration of
grades 4-12 July 111-24 at Hie Calloway
Ceeety
a grand master chessman:"
It brought back memories of
1974 when a brash, fiery
Jimmy Connors, only 22,
crushed one . of the game's
legends, Ken Ros.ex:all, with
the loss of only six games.
Connors' coach at the time,
Pancho Segura, predicted no
one would be able to hold the
kid's racket for the next 10
years.
A year later an aging Arthur
Ashe shamed Connors on the

1

soft drink
Ibu getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and •
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only

$279
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Jerry Caldwell (above) fired a six-under-par 66 Saturday to aid a two-strok
e victory in the
Oaks Country Club's spring championships yesterday
.
By Tony Wilson

Nelson, Close Recently,
Finally Snares.Triumph
with a 71. Both were at 2By HOWARD CLMAN
under-par 286, while .P.
Ohl fell
APSports Writer
OAK BROOK, Ill. — Sim- into a tie with Bruce Devlin al
plicity is not part of Larry_ 287.
The only thing I figured
Nelson's golf game.
He was a consistent was I couldn't hurt my
moneymaker in five years on (-playoff ) average. I'd either
the tour, but didn't score his be 0-for-2 or 1-for-2," said
first victory until this year's Nelson.
On the first playoff hole, the
Inverrary. Last week, he had
a great shot at his second win 381-yard 16th, Nelson hit a
— until Gil Morgan rolled three-wood and a nine-iron to
home a 40-foot birdie putt on within about two feet of the
the second playoff hole at the hole and made a birdie after
Crenshaw got a par four.
Memphis Classic to beat him.
That gave Nelson the top
It appeared Sunday he
would have little trouble prize of $54,000 in the $300,000
winning the Western Open. He tournament on the par 72,
had played steady golf for 7,097-yard Butler National
three days, and the man ex- Golf Club course. He jumped
pected to be his biggest threat; from fifth to second place on
Tom Watson, had fallen apart the 1979 money list with
$235,097.
early in the final round.
don't- feel 11.11
"I
After 16 holes, Nelson was
four under par and led little- ,inechanically any better than
known Dan Pohl by a shot. But - I was three'or four years ago,"
after run-ins with a bunker said Nelson. "I feel I'm not
and a couple of trees on the making, many mistakes. I
17th hole his lead had vanished think I'm just maturing as a
with a double bogey. He professional golfer."
Watson, the tour's leading
finished with a final round 76,
.money winner, began the day
four over par.
Pohl bogeyed the last two at 5-under-par, one stroke
holes, however, setting up behind Nelson. But he bogeyed
another playoff for Nelson — four holes on the front nine for
this time with Ben Crenshaw, a 78, tying his worst round of

the year.
Crenshaw 'caine out of
nowhere. He trailed by. six
strokes after the rust round,
by four after the second and
by five after the third. And he
was behind by three shots with
only three holes left in the
final round.
But his birdie on 16- and
Nelson's double bogey erased
that gap.
"I was4ortunate to get in the
playoff, Ccenshaw said.
didn't do anything spectacular, just made a lot of
pars, but didn't feel I really
had it going all week."
Defending champion Andy
Bean, who beat Bill Rogers in
a playoff last year, closed with
a 76 and was way back at 296.

Report For First Physicals

Murray Tennis Association's

Second Clinic Is Scheduled

Rankin In layoff
By the Associated Press
NOBLESVILLE, Ind. —
Hollis Stacy wasn't satisfied
with her golf -game last week
as she looked ahead to her bid
for an unprecedented third
consecutive U.S. Women's
Open crown.
So the 25-year-old Georgian
turned a last minute decision
into her sixth pro victory.
"I wasn't happy with the
way my game was. TI Was kind
of on the borderline of playing
really well," Stacy said
Sunday after winning a threeway sudden death playoff with
Judy Rankin and Laura
Baugh in a $100,000 Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament.
"I felt I needed a win going
into the Open," said Stacy,
who decided to compete here
• after earlier saying she'd skip
the tournament.
Stacy
announced
her
decision to LPGA officials
July 1 and it paid off as she
carded rounds of 74-67-72 for a
3-under 213 at the 6,044 yard,
par-72 Harbour Trees Golf
4

Club course.
"I was hitting the ball well.
But my ball was going around
the edge ,... everywhere but in
the hole," said Stacy about her
game before she earned
$15,000 here.
Stacy goes into the Open at
Fairfield, Conn. about 20
pounds lighter than when she
won it for the second time in
Indianapolis last July:
"Ii just seems more
practical," she said about
weighing less.
Stacy parred the second
extra hole and Baugh, winless
after seven years on the tour,
took a bogey on the same hole.'
Rankin, a winner here in
1977, was eliminated on the
first extra hole when her 12.
foot-putt went past it.
"I don't feel that bad about
losing,"
said
Bauch,
"although naturally I would
have loved to win. •
Baugh had shot herself into
contention with six birdies on
her back nine, giving her a Sunder 31 and a 67 for the
round,
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Calloway Gridders Should

Captain D's
FISH DINNER Stacy Bests Baugh,
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While you're out of town 'On vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to U§ and we can change
our s&edtile tan._ youi vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business. "
Just tell your
carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
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Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
LAST
W
Pet GB
L
47 30
610
Montreal
42 J6
538
ilueagt)
44 40
524
Philadelphia
41 31
519
Pittsburgt.
41 39
513
sl Louis
440 16
32 47
Sew York
WEST
53 15
602
Houston
7
45 41
523
Cincinnati
41 44
4112 104
San Francisco
40 49
449 13S
San Diego
37 48
435 IV"
Atlanta
35 51
407 17
Loa Angeles
Satarday's Gaines
tiouston 0-3
Chicago
San Diego II, New York 3
Ctricumati 6. Pittsburgh 2
Atlanta 10, St locus 2
Montreal 2. los Angeles 1
San Francisco I. Phdadelphia 6
Sande y's Games
San (Steno 51. New York 3-4
Cincinnati 4-1, Pittsburgh 2-2
Ion Angeles 8. Montreal 6
Phdadelptua 5. San Francisco 3
Chicago 10. Houston 0
Atlanta 6, St LOUIS 5
Mondays Gaines
San Francisco ) Blue 74 at Philadelphia ) Nola 0-1
Chicago ) Caudill 0-2) at Atlanta ) Ma.
tula 6-5,
Loa Angeles (Sutton 74i at Montreal
[Lee 14
St LOWS Vueltovich 7-5, at Cincinnati
Bonham 3-21
Only games scheduled

Transactions

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L
W
Pet GB
Br hunter
665
55 29
Huston
2
52 30
6.34
7
570
'49 37
Milwaukee
New York
6
46 3$
556
14
441 42
WI
Detroit
464 16
39 45
Cleveland
77 60
310 294s
Toronto
V/ EST
49 35
563
Teta
575
50 37
Califonua
.530
4ss
44 36
Minnesota
6
512
43 41
Kansas City
ss
11
446
37 46
Chicago
420 14
37 51
Seattle
273 27
24 61
Oakland
Saturday's Gaines
Cleveland 9, Minnesota 3
Detroit 6, Milwaukee 3
New York I, Oakland 3
Kansas City 4, Chicago 3
Texas 2, Toronto 0
California 10, Baltimore 1
Boston to, Seattle, 8
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 5-2, Minnesota 4-7
Milwaukee 5-3, Detroit 4-1
Chicago 4. Kansas City 2
Baltimore 3, California 2
New York 2 Oakland 0
Texas 4, Toronto 3
Boston 8, Seattle 2
Monday's Games
Milwaukee Sorensen 104; at Toronto
)
,Stieb
Kansas City t Leonard 54) at Cleveland
Clyde 141.
Mumeacta (Koosman 104 i at Detroit
) Young 2-1).
Boston 4 Teresa 9-4 I at California Ryan
104)
Texas r Jenkins 9-4) at Chicago I Ba angerten 7-5
Baltimore Flanagan 10-61 at Oakland
(Keough 0-101
Only games scheduled

Tuesday's Games
Chicago at Atlanta
San Frenetic° at Montreal
San Diego at Philadelphia
St Louts at Cincinnati
lzo Angeles at New York
Pittsburgh at Houston

Murray Baseball Association

ursday
hysical

held at
it 7:15.
nation,
Land.

Wright Helps Twins Take Little
League Win; Astros, Mets Triumph
Rusty Wright smacked a
double and a triple, and Joel
Conoley added a double as the
Twins belted the Astros 9-2 in
a Little League makeup game
Saturday afternoon.
Dennis Thurman doubled to
pace the Astros.

s
I5

s from
I of Its
MTA

twist 9
ab
3
Waldrop
4
Watson
3
Potts
4
Conoley
4
Wright
4
Morton
4
Burkeen
2
McClure
Billington
1
2
Manning
totals 31

000 010 0 — 1
Orioles
002 001 1 — 3
Astros
Winning pitcher David McMillen
106 WI 3'—
303 030 0 —
Winning pitcher Brad Lyons

Mets

11
9

past the Orioles 3-1 in a Friday
night Pony League baseball
game. In the nightcap, the
Mets edged the Phils 11-9.
The Astros managed just
three hits off Oriole hurler
Eddie Burgess. Jimmy West
horsaegd for the losers.
Andy Parks and Brad Lyons
combined to pitch a five-hitter
in the Mets' victory-.
The two teams battled to a 99 tie after six innings, but the
Mets scored twice in the
seventh for the winning
margin. Russell Garland and
Wade Smith rapped three
singles each for the winners,
while Keith Housd,en led the
Phili with two hits.

Astros 2
ab r h
b
3 0 0
0 Dill
2 1 1
Wilkins
1
0 ,Thurman 3 1 2
2 Cruet hfield
3 0 2
4
3 0 0
2 Whited
3 0 0
1 Travis
2 0
0 Dowdy
2 0 0
Kenyon
0 0
0
Hobbs
0
0
1 0 0
0 1 Starks
22 2 5
totals
0- 11
Winning pitcher
Mark Waldrop
r
I
0
3
2
3
0
0
0

PONY LEAGUE
David McMillen pitched a
three-hitter to boost the Astros

By Me Associated Pres&
BASKETBALL
National Basketball AsseeWlios
HOUSTON HO( KETS—Signed Lee
Johnson, center, to a non-guaranteed
tfree-year contract
FOOTBALL
Notice& Football units
BALTIMORE COLTS--Signed Barry
Krause. linebacker, to a series al uneyear
c'untracts
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Signed Mike
Bell, defensive end, to a series of oneyear
cunracts covertng five years
SOCCER
North Ammicira Soccer League
TULSA ROUGHNECKS—Sent Lawrie
Abrahams. forward, to the California Surf
for cash and an undisclosed 1900 draft
choice Sold Bob Rigby. goalie, back to Los
Angeles for cash Bought Gred Villa,
forward, frorn Minnesota Signed Jack
Brand, goalie
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO—
Announced the departure of Bob Cortese,
assistant football coach.

Golf
sr;OOK, Ill CAP, -- Results after
OAK
Sunday's final round of the $300,000 Western Open at the par-72, 7,097-yard Butler
National Golf Club course (x-denotes won
playoff. a-denotes amateur )
71-69-70-76-210
x-Larry Nelson, $54.000
7549-71-71-118
Ben Crenshaw. $32,400
69-71-76-71-207
Bruce Devlin, $17,460
71-72-71-73-287
Dan Pohl, $17,400
73-73-7366-- 2138
Bruce lietzke, $12000
75-71-72-71-289
Mark Hayes, $9.713
75-7344-67-309
John-Schroeder. $9,713
69-76-72-72-289
Jim Sunons. $9,713
70-734676-281
Tom Watson, $9,713
72-74-75-69-200
Graham Marsh, $7,500
70-75-74-71-290
Calvin Poets, $7,500
75-72-70-73-290
Bobby Wackiris, $7,500

Fisk Raps Two Homers As Sox Breeze;
Brewers Sweep Twinbill From Tigers
Sox within two games of the
By the Associated Press
Boston right-hander Steve Baltimore Orioles, who
ftenko had what he called snapped a five-game losing
"location" on his pitches to streak with a 3-2 triumph over
the California Angels.
Seattle batters.
In the other AL game, Ben
Because Mariners rightthe
powered
Oglivie
McLaughlin
Byron
hander
didn't have it, and\because Milwaukee Brewers to a 5-4,3Red Sox batters placed four of I doubleheader sweep of the
his pitches behind the outfield Detroit Tiers; the New York
fences at the Kingdome Yankees rode Luis Tiant's
Sunday night, McLaughlin has one-hitter to a 2-0 triumph
a new location of his own: the over the Oakland A's; the
Texas Rangers edged the
bullpen.
"Byron wasn't locating his Toronto Blue Jays 4-3, the
fastball the way he has been," Chicago White Sox beat the
said Seattle Manager Darrell Kansas City Royals 4-2, and
Johnson after the Red Sox the Minnesota Twins beat the
clubbed four home runs — two Cleveland Indians 7-2 after
by Carlton Fisk -- in their 8-2 losing 5-4 in the opener.
rout of the Mariners.
'Orioles 3, Angels 2 — John
Lowenstein and Billy Smith
homered in the three-run
AMERICAN LEAGUE
carried
that
seventh
Baltimore past California.
The triumph kept the Red Scott McGregor, Sammy

Thomas'FG Not
11111•8111\

Enough In Loss
David Thomas, a former
Murray State tight end, booted
a 43-yard field goal for Kentucky Satutday night, but
Carolina edged the Trackers
30-27 in the semi-professional
football game.

Post 73 Faces
Jackson Wed.
Murray, its American
Legion
baseball
doubleheaders scheduled for
last weekend washed out,
travels to Jackson, Tenn., for
a twinbill Wednesday.
Post 73, 18-12., returns home
to host Clarksville Saturday at
4 p.m.

continued to roll up impressive statistics Sunday in
the VIII Pan American
Games.
The 38-year-old Indiana
University coach, known for
his fiery temper and colorful
dialogues with press, officials,
fans_ and others within ear:..
shot.- spent a • few minutes
down at a local police station
here Sunday morning after
skirmishing with an officer.
A U.S. Olympic Committee
spokesman said Knight
disagreed over who was to
have access to the practice
court, and the misunderstanding grew to the point
it had to be moved downtown.
Officials said no Charges
were filed. later Sunday,
Knight was the picture of
decorum on the bench as the
U.S. team pasted. Canada, 9776, to move within four games
of a gold medal.
Knight, making personal
headlines here for at least the
third time, had no comment.
Except for an occasional
parry and thrust with
newsmen, the explosive
Knight had been dormant
since the start of the Games.
He was ejected from the
opening game,for vehemently
arguing a charging call in a 35-

Schmidt Power Helps Phillies Top Giants

By the Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Suddenly, Mike Schmidt's
OVC Happenings bat is back on the launching
- pad.
Schmidt's five homers in
-1110REITEAti — signed Tun Back.
'Philadelphia's powerful three
University Breckimidge High, to national
games — three Saturday
letter-of-intent in track, hired Jane White,
third baseman, all but
— came within one of the
Flint Mich as women's track and crcrss
by
this
season
overshadowed
country coach
record of six he shares with
Chicago's Dave Kingman, hit
TENNESSEE TECH — hired Sharron
Tony
Lazzeri, Gus Zernial,
Perkins. Clinton, Tenn , as women's
his 28th homer of the season
Lee May, Frank Thomas and
volleyball and track coach
Sunday — one shy of
Ralph Kiner.
Kingman's league-leading
Baseball Leaders figure — and his fifth in three The three in Saturday
night's 8-6 loss were nice, he
games.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
said, but the one on Sunday
The two-run blast in the
BATTING (200 at bats 1: Brock, St Louis,
was nicer because it helped
.336; Foster, Cincinnati, .333;
sixth inning enabled the
the Phillies win.
New York, .331; Hendrick. St Louis, .327;
Phillies to tie San Francisco.
Simmons. St Louis, 321. Templeton, St
"It was a sinker out over the
Louis, .321.
Then Pete Rose's single in the
plate, knee-high, just what I
Schmidt.
63,
RUNS. Lopes, Lou Angeles,
tie
led
the
and
seventh
broke
Philadelphia, 62; Matthews. Atlanta, 61:
was looking for. I did just what
the way to a 5-3 victory over
Kingman, Chicago, 60; Royster, Atlanta.
I wanted to do with it."
BO; North, San Francisco. 60:
=the
Giants.
Cubs 10, Astros 0
RBI: Kingman. Chicago, 67; Foster,
In other NL games, Chicago
Cincinnati, 66, Winfield, San Diego. 66:
The Cubs did very nicely
Schmidt, Philadelphia. 60, Clark, San
(minus the injured Kingman)
without Kingman's potent bat,
Francisco, 58
pounded Houston 10-0, Los
AMERICAN LEAGUE
unleashing a 17-hit attack
Angeles outlasted Montreal 8BATTiNG 1200 at bats): Smalley.
against the Astros, whose
Minnesota. 362; Downing. California.
Atlanta trimmed St.Louis 66,
West Division lead over
.351: Adams, Minnesota, .341: Bochte,
5 and,• in a pair of
Seattle, .339: Molitor. Milwaukee. .329
Cincinnati was cut to seven
Baylor,
68;
California,
Lansford,
RUNS
doubleheader splits, Cinganies as they lost their third
California, 66: Brett, Kansas City. 65,
cinnati beat Pittsburgh 4-2,
Rice, Boston. 63; Smalley, Minnesota, 63
straight.
Lynn,
79,
then lost 2-1, and San Diego
RBI Baylor. California.
Ivan DeJesus, with a
Boston, 72: Smalley. Minnesota, 67; Rice.
defeated New York 5-3, then
Boston, 64; Kemp, Detroit, 61; Thomas,
lost
4-1.
Milwaukee:61; Bochte. Seattle, 61.

DENNISON HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
753-8844
es
laxta.inventory of trophies and plaques

at dlscotlit

•Speeialized Engraving'

Crew" — so named despite
point rout.
The next day, Knight was only two members living in
one
and
tailed before the Games' Pennsylvania
Technical Committee and Canadian resident — beat the
admonished for his on-court runnersup from Canada by
alrnoSt Seven seconds.
behavior.
Meanwhile, on the field of
sport, Americans began the
The American winners
second and final week of Sunday in track and field were
competition with 13 more gold Evelyn Ashford, Los Angeles,
medals, including the last four in the women's 100-meter
in swimming. Americans took dash; James Walker, of
all but one gold in a, week of Auburn University, men's 400swimming activity, posting meter hurdles; Duncan
Pan Am records in each Atwood, Seattle, javelin;
victory and two world marks.
Henry March, Eugene, Ore.,
In the rowing competition, 3,000-meter steeplechase, and
which also ended Sunday, the Kathy McMillan, Raeford,
Americans were not so N.C., women's long jump.
Cuban Silvio Leonard .beat
bountifully. blessed: They won
only one of eight events, but it Harvey Glance, Phenix City,
was the most prestigious one, Ala., in the men's 100-meter
the Varsity Eights.
final with a time of 10.13
The "Pennsylvania Elite seconds.

Carew's Election
Is Recor -Setter
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK — Rod Carew
topped the American League
-All-Star voting for the fourth
time and became the only
major leaguer to be elected in
all 10 years of the fan
balloting, according to the
final tabulations announced
today by Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn.
However, the California
Angels first baseman, who

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cuis 8, trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your r,naller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the hest selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

PARKER FORD INC.
MURRAY, KY
0411

Yankees 2, A's 0 — Rickey

Launching Pad

Knight, U.S. Team Still Rolling
By JERR,Y GARRETT
AP Sports Writer SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
Bobby Knight survived
another possible elimination
bout and advanced with his
American basketball team
into the championshig round
as the United States forces

Stewart and Don Stanhouse Henderson's fourth-inning
held the Angels to five hits.
single gave Oakland its only
Rick baserunner of the day as the
catcher
Orioles
Dempsey, whose two errors 38-year,rold Tiant pitched the
led to a pair of unearned third one-hitter of his career.
Both the others came while
Angels runs in the sixth,
caught Gary Roenicke's throw he was with the Indians: in
and tagged out Brian Downing 1965 against the Washington
at the plate for the game's Senators, and in 1968 —
against the Yankees.
final out.
Tiant, 6-3, retired the last 18
Brewers 5-3, Tigers 4-1 — batters he faced in recondin,g
Ben Oglivie set a pair of his 47th career shutout.
single-game club records with
three home runs and 12 total
Rangers 4, Blue Jays 3 —
bases in the opener, then John Ellis hit a three run
contributed an RBI double in homer in the sixth inning to
the two-run fourth. that carry Texas back from a 3-1
completed the Milwaukee deficit to their victory over
Toronto.
Ellis, who played in just 49
He finished the twinbill with games in 1977 and 34 games
four hits in six trips to the
plate, three runs scored and
five runs batted in.

started the last three All-Star
games at first and the
previous six at second base,
will be Out. of Manager Bob
Lemon's Al. lineup for the
clash against the National
League at Seattle's Kingdome
June 17 because of ligament
damage in his right thumb.
The replacement at first for
Carew, .who drew-3,997.081
votes, tops of any player in
either league, will be Cecil
_ Cooper of Milwaukee, • whodrew ju,s1 averse million votes.
• ---He will join shortstop Roy -.
Smalley of the Minnesota
Twins, catcher Darrell
Porter, second baseman
Frank White and third
baseman George Brett of the
Kansas City Royals and
outfielders Jim Rice, Fred
Lynn, and Cart Yaztrzemsid,
all of the Boston Red Sox, in
the starting lineup.
Smalley, whose major
league-leading .362 average
netted him 2,572,331 votes, will
be making his first All-Star
appearance. By beating New .
York Yankee Bucky Dent by
over a half-million votes.

The time t
health ca

Indians 5-2, Twins 4-7 —
Cleveland pinch-runner Dave
Rosello scored the winning
run in the opener when
Minnesota reliever Mike
Marshall, trying for a force
play at
the bottom of
the ninth, threw the ball away.
Dave Goltz salvaged a split for
the Twins by pitching a sixhi
third in

Special Sun., Thru Thum

Southern Fried

Chicken Dinner

Dodgers 8, Expos 6 — The
Dodgers' batters have, in their
recent slump, been guilty of
non-support of their pitchers.
So Rick Sutcliffe took matters
into his own hands against
Montreal, hitting a three-hitt
double.

Braves 6, Cardinals 5 —
Jerry Royster, who had a tworun single in Atlanta's four-:
run second inning, delivered
his third run with a ninthinning single to beat St. Louis
and give the Braves their
eighth victory in 10 games.

White Sox 4, Royals 21 —
Greg Pryor's second-inning
homer was the winning run as
Chicago handed Kansas City
its eighth loss in 10 games.

COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS

threerun homer, and Ted
Sizemore, with four hits, led
Chicago, which pulled within
2 games of first-place
/
51
Montreal in the East.

But the rest ,of the bats
weren't exactly silent. Dave
Lopes and Bill Russell
hornered to lead a 12-hit
assault.

last year, has been given
regular duty since Pat
Corrales took over a
manager of the Rangers.

Includes Not Rolls,
Choice of Potato and
Colo Slaw

#turn
Ithef *us

Foe the

Finest in

Steak and Seafood

Restaurant

753-4141
HIGHWAY 641 N.

OPEN 4PM
7 DAYS A w139

xamine your
overage is now...

Before you need it.
With inflation and the rise in health caw_ costs. your health --,
r caw plan that seemed_so,good a few years ago just may not
..
,
be adequate. . ..
'. 7 Vi` .if
and
injured
or
sick
is
family
your
in
someone
till
„Don't wait
has to go to the hospital before you find out you need..
more coverage
Examine your pre.Serit,liealth care plan now. Take a good
- look at what it covers, and for how much. Review the
_
:• -- - .- ...
following questions:
is your hospital room allowance adequate?
Does your program cover outpatient laboratory and
X-ray?
It
Is surgery covered on ancciutpatient basis?
verage when -m-the hospital/or
Do you have physician
-----a non surgical case?
-s. and
Cion-diuig
:
,., Does your major medical cover prescrip
- - trie-s-erv-Tc-ii of your primary_care physician?,
'
'If you have a Blue Cross asnd Blue Shield health care plan.
ydu rnay irnd you Wartt -to 1nCresse your Blue•Cross hospital
room allowance and your surgical/,rmedicalchedule.,You
May also want to pin the over 1.0(X).1100 Kentuckian4 who
have our:$250.000 catastrophic-Major Medical Program. .
At Blue.Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky were developing
programs and benefits to help you pay for health care at a
reasonable cost Y.oi.i can help by trying to stay healthy and
keeping your benefits up to date. When you need to use
your protection. use it wisely.
If you have any questions about your present Blue Cross
and Blue Shield coverage, are interested in incre,asing
benefits or enrolling in Blue Cross and Blue Shield'
coverage.. contact Member informatiOn Service.
9901 Linn Station Road. Louisville. KY 40223.
Or. call (502) 426-90(X).
Make sure you have coverage to help meet today's
costs. Do it now . -before you need it

A*0,,

. •
Blue Cross
Bkoe Shield
of Kentucky

64.11. RiiieCioss 01,•,
14.0 1,
R.

002•• IIi.,e Sh.0,41
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Deaths & Funerals
Funeral Is Today
For Wayne Green
Funeral services for Wayne
Green are being held today at
1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral'Home, Benton, with the Rev. Joseph
Gary and the Rev. Aubert
Rose officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Thompson Cemetery.
Mr. Green,80, Benton Route
8, died 'Saturday at 3 p.m. at
the Marshall County Long
Term Care Home, Benton. He
was a member of the Church
Grove United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include two
brothers, Alva Green and
Woodrow Green, .noth of
Benton, and several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. White Dies At
Her Home; Services
Scheduled Tuesday
Mrs. Woodrow (Sylvadell
Cooper) White of Murray
Route 4 died Sunday at 11:30
a.m. at her home. She was 69
years of age.
The Calloway woman was
married Feb. 26, 1922, to
•Beckham Cooper who died
March 8, 1971. She later
married Mr. White on Nov. 1,
1977, and he survives.
Mrs. White was a member
of the Oak Grove Baptist
Church. Born Dec. 18, 1909, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late Robert
Gargus and Julie Darnell
Gargus.
Survivors include her
husband, Woodrow White; one
son, Gerald Cooper, and two
grandchildren, Greg and
Tanya Cooper, Murray Route
7; three sisters, Miss Laverne
Gargus, Murray Route4,-Mrs.
Ken(Roselle Myers, Murray
Route 8, and Mrs. Harmon
Whitnell, 226 South
(
15th Street, Murray; one
brother, William Gargus,
Murray Route 7.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Charles Blair and
Henry Hargis officiating.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...

Final Rites Held
For Danny Darnell
At Local Chapel

Mrs. Sudie Morton
Dies Sunday With
Rites On Tuesday

Einal rites for Danny L.
Darnell were held Saturday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers were Iftnneth
and Glenn Starks, Max and
Mark Gore, Dale Woodall,
Steve Smith, and Keith Crick.
Burial was in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Darnell, 24, died
Wednesday at Clearwater,
Fla., where he resided. A
spokesman at the Clearwater
Sheriff's office said Darnell
and four others were riding in
a boat on a frog-gigging expedition, when Darnell and
Lando Adkins, 26, of St.
Petersburg, Fla., allegedly
got into an argument. Darnell
was shot several times with a
rifle, • and Adkins has been
charged with first degree
murder,the spokesman said.
The deceased was a
member of the Memorial
Baptist Church and attended
Calloway County High cchnal.
He is -survived by his.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Darnell, Murray Route 2;
three sisters, Mrs. Ed Taylor,
Paducah, Mrs. Powell Smith,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Bruce
Oakley, Alm° Route 1; five
brothers, Richard, Lone Oak,
Eddie, Almo Route 1, Brooks,
Murray, Gene, Murray Route
4,and Ted, Murray Route 2.

Mrs. Sudie Dick Morton,
1609 Loch Lomond, Murray,
died Sunday at 11:35 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 89 years of
age and the wife of Will
Morton who died in 1956.
The deceased was a
member of the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ. Born
June 12, 1890, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late William Henry
Bud) Dick and Louisa
Alexander Dick.
Mrs. Morton is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Forest ( Ina)
Boyd, 1609 Loch Lomond,
Murray, with whom she made
her home; two brothers,
Dallas Dick, Hazel, and Fred
Dick, Murray Route 4.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with John Dale
officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Burial will follow in the New
-- • - -Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Revival Services
Start Tonight At
Pleasant Grove

NICOSIA, Cyprus 1AP) —
Saudi Arabia has increased its
production of crude oil a
million barrels a day — more
than double the shortage in
U.S. imports — for the three
summer months, the Middle
East Economic Survey
reported today.
It could not be learned
inunediately how much of the
increase would go to the
United States or when its
impact would be felt at the
pumps, but the authoritative
oil journal said it is to be
marketed through Exxon,
Texaco, Socal and Mobil, the
four American oil companies
that are participants with the
Saudi government in the
Arabian-American Oil Co.

Maryland mountaintop.
As the president entered his
seventh day of seclusion,
press secretary Jody Powell
said Carter's discussions with
a wide range of Americans —
from members of his Cabinet
to governors, university
pregidents and top labor
leaders — had been "freewheeling, remarkably. candid
and ... very productive."

final hours and to take
emergency action in case
pieces of the laboratory cause
death, injury or damage.
The North American Air
Defense Command, which is
tracking the 77.5-ton station,
the
predicted
Sunday
spacecraft will fall out of orbit
in a 30-hour period between
7:28 p.m. EDT Tuesday and
1:28 a.m. Thursday. The
midpoint is 10:28 a.m. Wednesday. If re-entry occurred
then, most of Skylab probably
would fall in the Atlantic
Ocean.

Kantuck7 Purchase Arse Hog Market
Report includes. Buyina &snots
Secetpts Act MO Eat. MO Barran
Gilts fully It al lower Some steady to
EIS Mwor
US 14 MOSlin
01114046.00
US ziss.ais
011.11140.111
US 3-3 WIN Ms.
016.31141.31
US II-4 200-310lba.
Sows
US 14 yeas Us.
U314 301401111m
US I-3 456440 lbs
MS:
US 14 300460 lbs
sessikei
US 34 300400 lbs.
$31.0647.40
Boars 21.00-417.00

Jessie Futrell Is
Dead At Age Of 77;
Services Tuesday

TAYLOR
OLET
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J. H. Hardiman Nix's July Sale is still
going on. July 9-July 14 we are
malibus
featuring
V-6 Gas Savers!

As Low As $5,900900

El Carninos
As Low As $5

Extra Special

List... $8,129.64
Absolute Invoice Price.

WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
Steak °inns,'

19

- Then each day. you ye got your choice
a Baked Potato or French Fries. Toast
ar,y Drink and a trip to our Soup n
Sa.ad Bar

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.

Quality that keeps you main'

So. 12th St., Murray, Ky.,753-2617

Bel-Air Center
Murray
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Calloway FFA Plans

You Can Earn ...

Graves Countian
To Take Over As

9.000'10

New KEA President

With

•

6-month or 26-week Money Market Certificates*
$10,000 min. dep.
*

Rate effective through Wednesday, July 11th

Federal regulations prohibit the compounding of interest doily on this account.
•Federal regulations require substantial interest penalty

weekend traffic accidents,
Kentucky State Police said
today.
The deaths brought the state
highway death toll for the year
to 425, compared with 400
through the same period last
year.
LAUNDERED AND
Officers said Julie Wallace.
PRESSED TO PERFECTION
and Tammy Huff, 14, both
15,
WEEK
ALL
GOOD
Spring in Campbell
Cold
of
ON HANGERS
County, were killed Friday
OR FOLDED
night when the car in which
they were riding ran off
Kentucky 9 and crashed at the
town limits of Claryville in
Campbell County.

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
- Open?* m twin m

753-9525
Phone
Slays A Week
4.

early wothcirawa)s

OrT1
,
f

Certificate accounts

GET YOUR HIGHEST RATE OF RETURN AT. es

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
MURRAY BRANCH

3P2"

Prices Geed Teo., Wed. Thor
loty 10,11 1 12

for

r,

SKIRTS,
Two Die In Wrecks
SPORT COATS
Over Past Weekend
or
By The Associated Press
SWEATERS
At least two persons died in

411P

SHIRTS

dd

6,639,11

Included in this deal is 10 Top Value Certificates
worth 15,000 stamps which will be given to the
purchaser.

Red Cross Board
To Meet Tuesday

"That's the way
you want
"
IL.

900.00

1979 Mailbu Landau Classic Demonstrator,
loaded, serial number 1W27H9K459265, 3,157
miles, warranty still 12,000 miles or 12 months.

Stock Market

Meeting On Tuesday

p.m.

LOOK,LOOK,LOOK!!

Three Days
Three Dinners:
One Special Price.

The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will begin its annual
revival meeting tonight
Monday) at 7-.30 p.m. with
the Rev. Dr. Tommy Thompson, pastor of the Margaret
Hank Church, Paducah,as the
guest speaker.
Services will be held at 7:30
Jessie (Tobe) Futrell of
Murray Route 3 died suddenly each evening through Friday,
Sunday at 6:30 a.m. at his July 13. Special music will be
held at each service, achome. He was 77 years of age.
to the pastor, the Rev.
cording
Mr. Futrell was a member
of the Kingdom Hall of Dewayne Franklin, who inJehovah Witnesses. Born Aug. vites the public to attend.
The
Cumberland
19, 1901, in Trigg County, he
will host
Women
Presbyterian
Silas
was the son of the late
Futrell and Frocie Vinson a potluck supper on Thursday,
July 12, at 6 p.m. prior to the
Futrell.
Survivors include his wife, revival service.
Mrs. Donna Underhill Futrell,and one son, Clyde Futrell,
Pricidi '01'MO .01 local interest at
Route 3; six
Murray
noon. EDT, today, furrxiobed to the
daughters--Mrs. Robert Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
(Lucile) Ward, Bolivar, Ohio; Corp , of Murray,are as Mows: •
Mrs. Marshall (Justine) Industrial Average
+2.111
Cleaver, Nashville, Tenn.,
32% +Pi
Products
Mrs. Frank I Jean) Bird, Air
5% +le
American Motors
57zi -At
Elzie Aznencan Telephone
Mrs.
Louisville,
404 -14,
Ashland
(Charlene) Dick, Belleville, Bgnanza
3341B 4A
'
940 +k4
Mich., Mrs. Nellie Mae Sccitt, Chrysler
42% +I,.
The annual board meeting Benton, La., and Mrs. Ewing Ford Motor
1114 +%
G.A.F.
.. The igic
of the Calloway County Red . (Vivian) Shelton, Cadiz Route General Care
32% +%
General Dynamics
Cross Chapter will be held 3.
511114 um
General Motors
2364 aac
July 10 at 4:00 p.m. at the
Other survivors include two General 11re
3014 +14
Calloway County Public sisters, Mrs. Herbert (EMI) Goodrich
13% Al
Hardees
.3Pi +16
Library.
Tucker, MeLeansboro, 111., Heubletn
73% +%
, All board members and and Mrs. Terry (Bessie) IBM
3064 +ke
K Mart
324 +%
department chairmen are Berkley, Cadiz Route 3; one Pennwalt
24 +vs
Oats
urged to attend.
brother, Berlie Futrell, Quaker
tiv. one Tappan
3014 +%
Waverly, Tenn.; 13 grand- Texaco
--+16--—3110
Mart
children; seven great gran- Wal
.45141131164e4 • .
Wendys
dchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
The Calloway County High Funeral Home with George
School Chapter of the Future Bandarra officiating.
Farmers of America will hold
Pallbearers will be Mike
a Audimer meeting on Turner, grandson, and his five
Tuesday, July 10, at 7 p.m. at sons-in-law. Burial will follow
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
the agriculture department of in the Pleasant Hill Cemetery, June Lee, of Melber, Ky. in
the high school.
in the Land Between the Graves County, will take over
All members are urged to Lakes.
as president of-the Kentucky
attend, a chapter spokesman
Education Association when
Friends may call at the
said.
the organization meets in
funeral home.
Louisville Aug. 1.
Mrs. Lee, a board membes
and former president of the
NJefferSob County Teachers'
Association, will serve as fulltime president for the 29,000member organization for one,,
year.
Joyce Dotson, Louisville,
will serve another one-year
EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED
MEN'S Et LADIES
term as vice president of the
group.

Ssescrbers Wm Ione set
received Weir basso4sIveroil
copy of The Mangy lodger
Timm by 5:30 p. Maisay
kiday es by 3:30 p.m. Si
Salsonlays al urged to cull
753-1116 bistres• 5:30 pm.
and 6 pm., Meakrubiday, el
3:30 p.m. mW 4 p.m. Soter dims, to Mauro ileavory of It.
newspaper. Calls most be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4
Saturdays to goarsatee
other,.

il imral-State Market News Seance July
isicle

WASHINGTON )AP) — The
Skylab death watch is
beginning in earnest today as
the huge station nears the end
IA)S ANGELES (AP) —
of its long space journey and
After more than a month on
heads for a flaming plunge
the ground, a Federal
back to Earth, probably on
Administration\
Aviation
Wednesday.
the
says
spokesman
Representatives of several
beleagured U.S. DC-10 fleet
federal
agencies
are
MANAGUA, Nicaragua gathering in a
could be back in the air this
situation room
(AP) — Nine bullet-riddled here to keep
week.
track of Skylab's
bodies were found at a
government execution
ground, indicating growing
national guard frustration
with the Sandinista guerrillas
who have taken control of 24 of
Nicaragua's cities and bogged
down President Anastasio
Somoza's drive to win back
one of them, Masa ya.
Reporters found the bodies
TUESDAY
S izzlin' Sirloin Steak Dinner
of the young men, most of
thenf blindfolded with their
MONDAY
hands tied, on the shores of
Chopped Steak
They
Sunday.
Lake Managua
Dinner
appeared to have been dead
only a few hours. A Red Cross
worker said he had seen at
least 10 other bodies in the
immediate area.
AP ) —
WASHINGTON
President carter is moving
from a broad-brush review of
the domestic problems that
adhis
dogged
have
ministration to a close-up look
at the nation's energy pinch
and an economy seemingly
sliding into recession.
Congressmen from both
parties were flying today to
Camp David for another of the
meetings
secretive
reminiscent of the isolation
that surrounded last year's
Mideast summit on the

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Hog Market

1201 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
Ph. 759-1630
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'Black Gold Expected To Flow Later This Month
think they have found at least hope will prove to be black
a partial answer to the gold. Not oil, not coal, the new
nation's growing depentlence _fuel is a combination of both.
CoaLiquid is the name of the
on imported oil.
Later this month, a new product and the company of
plant here will begin pumping which Shearer is president.
out what Shearer and others With it, he and his backers
hope not only to establish a
new market for coal, but to
grab a share of the industrial
fuels consumer market as
well.
"Lel me show you this
stuff," Shearer said as he
uncapped a fruit la, r filled with
the black, jelly-like coal-oil
mixture. "The trick we've
learned is how to keep the
mixture from separating."
It is that, and CoaLiquid's
patented mixing process, that
Shearer thinks makes his
product unique in the new
fuels market.
CoaLiquid is 50 percent
pulverized coal, up to 40
percent oil and 10 to 20 percent
water. It can be used, according to its promoters, as a
good substitute for No. 6 fuel
oil, mainly in large industrial
boilers.
Shearer estimates the new
fuel can be substituted for oil
in many cases at a net savings
of about 10 percent over
conventional fuel costs. "Coal-oil mixtures are not
themselves new," Shearer
said in a recent interview.
"The military and several
companies have looked into it
in the past, but the problem up
to now has been that the coal
and oil would separate after a
time, meaning the fuel could
not be stored or shipped over
Jong distances."
Enter Eric C. Cottell, a Long
Island, N.Y., inventor who
acquired exclusive patent
rights in August 1976 to his
ultrasonic process for mixing
-,coal and oil.
CoaLiquid, Inc., originally
known. as Cottell Liquid
Energy, Inc., proved the
process on a pilot plant-scale
here in May 1976.
"Since then, it's been a lot of
PUPPET WORKSHOP — Puppet workshops and performadces will be held at the
blood and sweat getting
Calloway County Public Library, July 16 through July 20, by the Summer Puppet
together the financial backing
Caravan and Professional Touring Group. Those who wish to participate in the free
to take the product to the
morning workshops should call the library as soon as possible. Pictured are Neil
national market," said
DiTeresa, director, and students - Julia Weatherford, Nick Miller, Connie Klineflter, and
Shearer.
Mark Mueller.
About 80 stockholders have

By T.G. MOORE
Associated Press Writer
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. AP)
— News about the oil shortage
and the lack of available
alternatives often does not sit
well with w. David Shearer

Jr., especially when the
reports say the United States
presently has no synthetic fuel
plant.
Shearer, a Louisville
lawyer,- and backers of his
fledgling energy company

put up "in the neighborhood of
a million dollars," to get
CoaLiquid's
demonstration
production plant here off the
ground, according to Shearer.
While CoaLiquid is not
technically a synthetic fuel,
Shearer maintains that his
product "can help fill the gap
between oil and some of the
more exotic technologies that
are being talked about."
Because the company,
headquartered in Louisville,
owns exclusive patent rights
to the CoaLiquid process, the
firm hopes to not only produce
the liquid fuel here but to also
market the process.
The key economic ineentive,
as Shearer explained it, for
industries now using large oil
boilers to convert to liquid
coal is that the conversion can
be made without extensive
plant modifications that'would
be required with a total switch
to raw coal.
According to its makers,
CoaLiquid has a gross heating
value of 12,500 to 13,500 British
Thermal Units per pound. It is
expected to sell for about $2.25
per million BTU, compared
with an average cost of $2.40 to
$2.70 per million BTU for No.6
oil.
"Another advantage the
product has over No. 6 is that

it requires no heating in
storage. It will move through
pipes and across the country
in trucks just like oil," said
Shearer.
One drawback, which
Shearer and his associates
readily concede, is that a coaloil combination fuel invariably produces the same
byproduct as raw coal —
sulfur dioxide and fly ash.
But even considering the
cost of added pollution control
equipment such as bag houses
and
electrostatic
precipitators, Shearer said,
CoeLiquid is still more
economical for large applications than oil.
And as Shearer sees it, the
market for his product can
only get better. As the cost of
oil continues to spiral, a liquid
combination of coal and oil
will become all the more attractive.
When it begins production,
CoaLiquid's
demonstration
plant will turn out about 50,000
gallons a day. A planned
$100,000 expansion' later will
double capacity,Shearer said.
"We're in the de-bugging
process now," Shearer said.
"We expect to be in full
production within about two
weeks."
A number of government

in the future.
Mondale startled the guests by
beginning his remarks with "It's nice to
be back home again." He continued by
telling of the two years he spent in the
Army stationed at Ft. Knox and of his
"selfless service every Saturday night
in Louisville."
The vice president jokingly said that
after he was promoted to corporal, he
decided that he would be better off to
lead the country in politics, rather than
the military'.
Turning to serious matters, Mondale
echoed Mrs. Carter's optimism when he
said, "Everytime we've had a
challenge in this country, we've found a
solution and we can meet the latest
challenge because we have the
leadership resources, human resources, the natural resources, the will and
the leadership to do so."

5:00 - 4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 - Official Opening
7:00 - Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday, July 13, 1979
— Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Saturday, July 14, 1979
8 a.m.-Nodn — Invitation Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park

Monday, July 16, 1979
5:00 p.m. — 4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m. — Official Opening
7:00 p.m. — Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 17, 1979
10:00 a.m. — HolsteAjYriesion Cattle Show
700 p.m. — Demolition Derby

Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium
7:00 p.m.,
Fri. July 13

Murray Calloway County
Park Pool
8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 14

Wednesday, July 18, 1979
io:00a.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
1:00 p.m. — Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Nite — Tractor Pull

Thursday, July 19, 1979
1:00 p.m. — Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m. — 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m. — Tractof Pull

Friday, July 20, 1979
io:00 a.m. — Beef C.attle Shows
Demolition Derby Entry Forms Can Be
Picked Up At Hodge & Son, 641 Super
Shell, Thweatts Services Station

Heart Clinic Scheduled
A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for
medically indigent children
will be held in the Calloway
County Health Department,
Murray, on Friday, July 20.
This clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Marshall and McCracken Counties.
Dr. Robert Solinger and Dr.
Francisco Elbl, of the Kentucky Children's Hospital
Heart Clinics, Louisville, and
other physicians from the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine, will conduct the
clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Heart Association, the
Bureau for Health Services
and the County Health
Departments, the clinic

provides a diagnostic service
for the patient, along with
recommendations
for
treatment and management of
the case. It also provides an
opportunity for the referring
physician to consult with the
clinician regarding
his
patient.
Necessary expenses of the
clinic are being underwritten
by the Kentucky Heart
Association and the Bureau
for Health Services. Clinic
personnel as well as space and
equipment will be provided by
the Calloway County Health
Department, the Bureau for
Health Services sand the
Kentucky Heart Association.
Only those indigent children
who have a written referral
from a physician will be admitted to the clinic.

..
• (Continued from Page One)

July 16th

Invitational
Swim Meet

help ts become less dependent
on foreign oil — and we have it
now," he said. "The energy
departments, both state and
federal;seem more interested
in exotic processes, some of
which may never come into
being and others which may
not prove economical until
well after the year 2000."

Democrats

*MONDAY FAIR EVENTS*

First Time In Murray!

and coal industry officials
have been asked to attend
CoaLiquid's plant dedication,
probably in August, but
Shearer minces no feelings
when he talks about the
government's handling of the
fuel crisis.
"I'm not trying to boast, but
we have a technology that will

5:00 p.m. — Family Night
7:00p.m. — Horse Show

Saturday, July 21,197t
io:00 a.m. —Farm Bureau Day
7:00 p.m. —4 Wheel Drive Pull

In an display of party unity, Gov.
Carroll praised Brown and told the
other Democratic governors that they
will have "an extremely active and
knowledgeable Kentucky governor
joining you come November, named
John Young BrownE"
Carroll, IN ho had supported his former commerce commissioner Terry
McBrayer for the office, acknowledged
the presence of Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall, another also-ran, and drew a
parallel between Mondale's office and
the office of lieutenant governor.
Carroll said that being a "lieutenant
governor is a tough job." This evoked
laughter from the crowd since Mrs.
Stovall and the governor have often
been at odds with one another.
Looking toward the November
election, Brown said, that the large
turnout of Democrats from throughout

the state "shows that no factionalism is
as important as the Democratic Party
itself."
The vice president and first lady
walked to the Federal Hill mansion and
ate their barbeque in the dining room
there before attending a three-hour
performance of "The Stephen Foster
Story."
Mrs. Brown welcomed the first lady
to the performance and presented her
with a cake and a set of mint juleps in
honor of President and Mrs. Carter's
33rd wedding anniversary Saturday.
Mrs. Carter left the outdoor drama at
to
returned
intermission and
Washington, however, Mondale stayed
qntil the play's conclusion and then
returned to Louisville for the evening
before addressing the noon opening
session of the National Governors'
Association Sunday.

•
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Tax Cut Almost Certain Next
Spring Say Leading Economists
By GLENN KITT
, isn't convinced a recession is
Associated Press Writer
underway, despite evidence
WASHINGTON 1API - suggesting a decline in
While President Carter economic growth during the
remains cool to a tax cut, second quarter. A tax cut,
many leading economists say 'presidential aideS say, could
and
inflation
its enactment by next spring is intensify
ahnost certain if recessionary sabotage efforts to balance the
trends continue.
budget.
Tax specialists in Congress
"It would be a mistake for
- also say a- -cut is becoming the administration and
more likely, but momentum Congress to begin preparing a
for such action is not expected tax cut if we are going to have
until late this year or early in any hope of convincing the
1980, when the current public we're serious about
economic slowdown is better beating inflation." said Lyle
understood and work on key Gramley, a member of the
of
Council
legislation, such as the tax on president's
oil company profits from the Economic Advisers.
decontrol of domestic oil
"We can't push the tax
prices, is completed.
button at the first indication of
'The Carter administration a recession," he cautioned_

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Saturda3,'s Puzzle
6 Bone
- ACROSS
7 Corded
1 Carpet
A
B
Ar D S
H E,LP
cloth
4 To the left
't
t
AD I T
LAP
L,E
0
8 English
9 Past
ADA
MT
P LAT
streetcar .
1 2 Beverage
S A F
9 Devoured
• '3 One deTA
10 Needlefish
'eated
.
11 Harvest
14 Hit lightly
.
-goddess
• 15 Shooting
FEE
E
8OR
16 Cloth
star
F E A T HE
measure
- 17 Documents
S OR
Jratnguiritty
... •19 Permits
A R E EN
sun
The
20
21 Pronou-n.
A I OT
72 Adam s sop 22 Pile up
O DAS
23 Buffalo •
25 Dude
Ciefflel
24 Spanish arti- WADE
- 27 Danish iscle
-land
26 Copious
31 Wire meas40 Possessive 51 Anger
28 Latin con ure
52 Three P4.pronoun
unction
Gathered
32
fix
41 Pronoun
__2.4._Fietlul se
34 While
54 Small child
44 Worm
30 Aromas
35 Sodium
55 Time period
46 Split
32 Feline
chloride
Communist
48 Cushions
33 Bitter vetch
26 Before
59 Man's
35 Opera extra 49 Noticed
37 Italian river
name
50 Dessert
39 State Abbr
38 Answers
41 Pronoun
8
9 10 11
5 •
4
1
2 3
42 Ginger
43 Away
13
12
14II
44 ,Latnpreys
16
15
17 118
, 45 Interiection
47 Tears
20
21
49 Enthusiasm
27 28 29 3C
26
25
53 Swifter
22 23 24
: 57 Ventilate
32
31
58 Deception
Mill33
60 Minera+
35
3A
II
111UI
61 Tiny .
40
38
62 Piows
41II
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63 Youngster
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DOWN
1 Male sheep
2 Rubber tree
3 Obtain
4 Century
plant
5 aglefcase
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a
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61

52
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Walter Heller, council
Chairman during John F.
Kennedy's presidency, and
Alan Greenspan. chairman in
the Nixon administration, are
among those economists who'
disagree with Gramley.
"I feel a modest cut, $25
billion, or 1 percent of the
grosS national product, would
make- qUite a-difference in -terms of the depth and
duration of a recession,"
Heller said. "It would be a
good tonic for the economy."
Heller, in a telephone interview last week, rejected
the claim that a tax reduction
would fuel inflation. "If you're
in a soft, soft economy ...
there're enough unused
resources so that a tax cut will
improve productivity and
investment." which would
work against price increases.
Greenspan envisions a tax
cut by March that will aid
business by cutting the corporate tax rate 1 percent and
accelerating depreciation
allowances.
He supports legislation
proposed by a bipartisan
group of lawmakers, led by
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas,
the chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee. Bentsen said he foresees about a
$20 billion tax reduction.
Such a cut would allow
businesses to depreciate
nonresidential structures in 10
years, instead of being spread
over 20 years as is now the
case;
equipment
and
machinery during five years,
instead of 10 years; and the
first $100,000 of annual investments in certain business
vehicles during three years.
Any serious congressional
debate, staff members of the
House and Senate tax-writing
committees said, probably
won't occur until late this year
or very early in 1980.
Fast Film Service
hi Big Discount

seAkodo_maitkivan CLASSIFIED ADS
I LEGAL NOTICE

1111

lI

2 NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

2. NOTICE

.".1.DO
- YOU OWN ANY

DLE"DIAMONDS?

11/

STUDS

NOTICE

.4,,
ST:ileraidS,C4CtIon

The City ol Murray will be
receiving bids lot Class A Concrete, 3500 pound strength not
less than 6 bag mix with #57
rock and 'Oh 5-5'1% air 'And
meet stale specifications. Biels
should be submitted to City
Clerk s office. City Hall Building,
no later than 5 PA 110 120t
Bids should be stamped Cala*.

118 Se. 1247S3-803$
MEI PARIUNG AT HAS DOOR

/ DON'T FEEL 6000...1
FEEL KIND OF WOOZq,.

NO, M6( MOM AND DAD
ARE AT "NE MASERS PICNIC
50 ,T,_ WOULDN'T DO ME
AN 600D TO GO HOME-

FURCHES JEWRY
S 4th Murray

AA.

Ask its sheet "The Tee Owl
Lois Flee", , ler fealty
nweiees.

Carter Studio
7113-8298
DAILY VACATION Bible
School at Dewards Chapel
Church, on Highway 94
Easst, „July 9th thrOugh the
13th, 6 30 pm til 8 pm
Everyone is welcome who
wishes to come.

Photo Copy •
Machine
Sales & Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
iS3-4123

PEANUTS

I SAW THE 516N THAT
5A`?5 1EMEREENC'f ENTRANCE'
50 I CAME IN...

Let us reset
them in lowhi
"Ear Reststible'

/141:4y. EAR

Artoraft Studios
63

LOST: EYE glasses with
silver frames,' brand new
Reward! 753 6356.
6. HELP WANTED
SIRLOIN STOCKADE is now
hiring male employees, both
night and day shifts, full or
part time. For Interview
phone 753 0440 and ask for
Bobby Scott. COOKS WANTED, evening
shift. Apply in person,
Colonial House. No phone
chits',tease!
DESK CLERK, full- time,
Split shift. Apply at Regal".
Inn. No phone calls.
JOBS AVAILABLE. Age 1725 to learn electronics, over
$121 per week. Excellent
training schools, room,
board, medical. I will hire
three in July high school
grad or se liors only. Call
Navy (502) 753 6439.
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES, needed for
growing fast food operation
• Excellent opportunity for
persons looking for ad
vancement at bettering their
future. Positions open in
Murray, Mayfield, and other
locations
throughout
the
southeast
An equal opportunity employer. If interested call Ms. Englebert
or Mr. Wesley at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for appointment. 1-900-633-5912.
PADUCAH SUN is looking
for a carrier in the Murray
area, for motor route
- Afternoons, must provide
own insured transportation.
If interested, call the
Paducah Sun at 443-1771 and
ask Mr the Circulation
Department. -

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a
public hearing on July 23, 1979 at 100 p.m, in the office of Calloway County Judge/Executive Robert 0.
Miller,.CourthOuse Building, Murray, Ky., for the
purpae .of hearing comments from the public
regarding the proposed tax rate for 1979.
The tax rate for the year 1978 for County, Health,
and Library taxes was 20.5 cents per $100 assessed
value of real property which produced revenue in
the amount of $528,914.42. The proposed tax rate for
the year 1979 for County, Health, and Library taxes
is 17.4 cents per $100 assessed value of real property
and the revenue expected to be produced from this
rate is $549,092.89. The compensating tax rate for
County, Health, and Library taxes is 16.84 cents per
$100 assessed value of real property and the revenue
expected to have been produced from that rate
amounts to $527,3.18.51. The revenue expected from
new real property and personal property for the
County, Health, and Library amounts to $142,543.95.
The revenue from County taxes which will be
produced in excess of the preceding year will be
allocated for roads and/or physical improvements
for the courthouse; revenue produced from He<ilth
taxes in excess of the preceding year will be
allocated for equipment and/or expanded services;
and revenue produced from Library taxes in excess
of the preceding year will be allocated for expanded
services with emphasis on services to the han• dicapped.
This notice and the information contained therein
is published by requirement of the General Assembly by virtue of passage of HB 44.,

FILM, FLASN CUBES,
CAMERAS,FRAMES,

WW2

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: GRAY and black
Poodle in vincinity of Beless
Dairy Barn. Couples pet.
Reward! Call 354 6582 or 4742780.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

aIUl

53

LEGAL NOTiCE

NO, MA'AM.. DIDN'T
6E1 HIT ON THE HEA:7
WITH A FL BALL •

Quality
SIGNS
I
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315
- -WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753-6333.
WILL DEPART Murray July
9th, going to Tampa, Fla.
Will take riders to share
expenses. Call 753 4865

ife

7trn,S.
,
,.. •4 L c

Starks
Hardware
ClosedFor
Vacation
July 4-14,1979

DANGER
AIR
POI.LuTION

,
9 9 Undid Feat,e Soo/Kato Inc

BEETLE BAILEY
COME ON,
BEETLE!
GET BUSY/

I AM BUSY!

I'm

LETTING
THE DOUGH
RISE

MAY I I-IAVE
THIRTY'
,

WHEN YOU GE7
DOWN TO TEN
I'LL WAKE UP

are:

PIIAITON
FRIEN25
OR FOE6,.
CHIEF
-LLIONT0 ?

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The-Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open . for
business from 8 am.to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 8 a.m.
to 12 noon on Saturdays.
These hours include
the business office,
classified advertising
department, retail
advertising department
circulation
and
departmentsAt times other than
those listed above the
office is closed for
regular business even
though newsroom and
production employees
may be on duty.
We request that
, customers observe the
business office hours in
''placing - calls to the
newspaper.
telephone
The
the
for
numbers
newspaper departments

YEAH.
GOL
KEY'
74"INAI

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER
(lissified Ads 753-1916
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
AcCounting
News &Sports 753-1918
The Murray
- Ledger 8g Times
FOUND
S. LOST &
LOST: STANDARD Poodle,
Charcoal gray, female,
named Tani*. Vicinity 04 7th
and Vine. Has been missing
since Tuesday night Reward
offeriAll 753 1506 or 753 8097

SIRLOIN STOCKADE is now
hiring management trainees.
Excellent benefits and pay
For interview dial 753-0440
and ask for Bobby Scott.
WANTED. FARM families
interested in a top notch
medical
major
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
7
7401e.
34.office 753.7273. home

0

• MURDER
Kelley's Termite
control
!
& Pep?
,,)JAISCELLANEOUS
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
4 ft., S18.79, 5 ft., $19.99. 6 ft ,
$21.99; 8 ft., $39.99, extension
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88; 16 ft.,
S31.88; 20 ft., $45 99; 24 ft,
$59.99; 20 ft.. $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
white, $64.99. Colors, $69 99.
Hardware, Paris,
Wallin
Tennessee.
ELECTRIC INSECT: traps,
$39.99, $69.99, $99.99, $134.99,
and $149.99. Iatallin Hard
ware, Paris, terbnessee.
FOR SALE. John Deere 110
42" lawn mower and catcher,
good condition. $975 Call 753.
8271.
FLATBED TANDUM trailer
with brakes, ramps, 20' long,
7'6- wide 753,1261.
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky
522 7994.
TOMATOE- JUICER, Victoria No. MtFo pniTlitg,
coring, and no precooking.
Does a bushel in 30 minutes,
Wallin Hardware.
$2099
Paris, Tennessee
2$. BUS.SERVICE

• 9. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, home
759 1134.
WINDOWS WASHED, Can
provide references. Call 7535011 or 753 2847.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
GOOD GROCERY boilness
in Stitta,- KentuQty:(Black's
Grocery) Build-Ai, stock.
fixtures, large lot, 7 room
living quarters. Financing
available. Galloway Realty,
522 Main Street. Phone 7535842.
12. INSURANCE
WANTED - FARM. families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pm,
474 8838
WANTED TO buy. Standing
timber, top prices paid_ 489
2334.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
USED, SINGLE speed boys
bicycle. 753.5621. ,
WE BUY and sell Used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753.
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUES. WICKER
furniture including two
seated settee, chairs, tables,
planters, desk and chair, and
fainting couch. All in extra
nice condition. Call Mayfield.
247 5915.
BABY BED, white, $15. Call
753-5301. .
DANISH MODERN wooden
couch with 6 cushions,
covered in blue corduroy
Call 753-3808..
Wurlitzer
SALE,
ED?
piatiO;'sofa: matching chair;
-choirs;
and
table
kitchen
chest of drawers,: other
household accessories. Call
753-0920.
FRIGIDARE
REFRIGERATOR,excetlent
condition, avacado colored.
436-2805.
FOR SALE: New queen size
quilt $175. AISO quilt tops.
Call 753-1733.
ORGAN,
WURLITZER
perfect condition. Also an
antique wardrobt.-753-J571
19. FARM EQUIP.
FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass- trimmer, cut‘with
fish tine, has automatic line
Wallin
dispenser, $41.99.
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
FOR SALE: AC 21 foot
scaffolding,
forklift,
masonary saw, and morter
mixer. (90.11 642-6445 or (901)
247 5273.
GAS POWERED weed and
grass trimmer, uses fishing
31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee

22. MUSICAL
CUSTOM
KRAFT guitar
amplifier; 5 string banjo
with case Call after 4 pm,
753-6689.
23. EXTERMINATING

26. TV-101010
40 CHANNEL,- CHANNEL
Master -CB with antenna
Call after 4 pm,733-6689.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1977 mobile
FOR SALE
tfbme, for information call
247 4840 or after 6 pm, 753
7388.
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 21
acre lot, central air, well and
large garage, located in
Kirksey. Call 489 2248 after 5
pm
ESCAPE TO the country...in
this 1976 14x70 3 bedroom, 2
bath, Festival mobile home
situated just 1 1 2 miles from
Kentucky Lake It also has
built in bookcases, wooden
cabinenxir and--ye and.
heat,
refrige to ,
oes, t•v•
antenna and rotor, some
furnishings and a spacious
fenced back yard. Water and
sewer included Many ex
tras. It is valued at $16K,
owe, $11,366. Terms $200
and assume loan. Call 436
5601.
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished. Price
$2995. Call 753-2762.
HOUSE TRAILER in Coach
Estates, 1974 AtlantiC, 2 or 3
bedrooms. cal) 753-4082.

Dream Home
12x72
Townhouse
Two bedroom, den
with wet bar and ice
maker, carpeted and
air - C-Ondltlonert
electric. Better than
new.To see call James
at 753-7724 or 436-2430
after 5 p.m.

1971
MORGAN
MOBILE
GLASS WORK: Plate glass
home, 12x60, all electric.
store fronts, aluminum doors
Priced tb sell Call 437 4816
and. closures, home im
provement work, enclose
12x55 MOBILE HOME in Fox
patios, porches, garages,
Meadows Call 527 3928.
patio doors repaired or
1968 MODEL 12 x 60,
replaced.
Plate
glass,
NEWLY
carpeted,
apwindow glass, plexiglass,•
pliances furnished, anchors
and insulated glass. Also
"arid tie downs, underpinned
mirror, tub 'and 5-howeeL.;.:. •382,2206
doors, picture framing and
fiiiio-BILE HOME, 1974, 14x70,
auto glass installed. Storm
3 bedroom. Call 753-4762 or
doors, windows, and screens
753-8430 after 5:30.
repaired or replaced. M & G
TRAILER FOR sale. 436-2625
Complete Glass, 816 Cold
or 474-2226.
water Road. Business: 7530180, Home. 753.8210.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
SHERRI'S SOAP 8. Shape.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
104
North
13th.
private lot, gas heat, elec
Professionally trained and
tric Must have references
equipped .for all breed dog
Call 759 1984.
grooming. 9:(10 am to 5 00
pm,
Tuesday . through
29. HEATING & COOLING
.Saturday. For appointments
ca W75'31556.
_
-26. TV-RADIO
NEED-A new color 't.v, but
Short on cash-) We have a 19"
color for only $15 a month or
25" for Only $22 per month
Under warranty Claytons. J
8. B Music, 753 7575

CON.
AIR
USED
DITIONERS FOR SALE AT
CLOSE OUT PRICES.
753.9104 or 753-1551.

*Notice*
There .will be a Public Hearing at the Hazel
Community Center on Thursday, July 19, 1979, at
7:00 p.m. The purpose of the Hearing will be to
receive citizens' comments and suggestions for
preparation of the City's preaPplication to the
Department of Housing and.Urban Development for
Federal funds for the 1980 Federal fiscal year. The
preapplication must be submitted to HUD no later
than October 1,1979.
Another topic of discussion will be the City's
current Redevelopment Project involving
acquisition of private property in the designated
Development„Area and relocation of Development
Area residents, pursuant to K RS 99.370.
All residents of Hazel are urged to participate.
For more information call the Hazel Community
Development Agency at 492-8142

INVITATION TO LEASE
- -OFFICE SPACE
The Departtnent of Finance of Kentucky desires
to lease approximately 500 net square feet of office
space to be located in close proximity to the
Calloway Co. courthouse. Space must be available
for occupancy on or before Sept. 1, 1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of Public
Properties, Room 5101, New Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601; no later than 2:00 p.m. EDST,
Friday, July '20, 1979. At this time, all proposals
received will be publicly opened and read. Lease
Requisition Number 2282 should be clearly marked
on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted.
For any additional information concerning Lease
Requisition Number 2282, contact the Leasing Section by calling (502) 564-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and handicapped
Acessibility specifications, as well as existing applicable building codes.

pin PONTIAC
II I FIREBIRD

TRANS-AM
Special Edition Black with Trans-Am WM paokaia featuring gold stripes
and gold Firebird.
Special features include: T-Top, Automatic in the Floor with Console,
P.S. and P.B., Air, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control, Rear WindoW Defogger, FM
Stereo/8 Track, Power Door Locks, Steel Belted Radials, Raised Lotter
Tiros and Low Mileage. Looks New.

'5695°'
PARKER FORD INC.
701 Main

753-5273

,
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
43 REA% ESTATE
32. APTS. FOR RENT
__
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
ap
bedrooms, kitchen
piiances, air conditioned
no
children
or
only,
Couple
pets $200 plus deposit 759
4509
We have people inONE BEDROOM basement
apartment Private bath and
terested in locating in
entrance. $25 deposit 753
the Murray-Calloway
8294
County area. List your
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
home with us for a
ROOM F);2.10 rent. Call 753P'
3582.
quick sale. ---- 34. HOUtS FOR RENT
ED-ROOM house
THREE
Kentucky
Lake,
near
completely furnished, inwasher
and
dryer.
cluding
1.3eposit required Cab' 7538964 after 5 pm.
36. RENT OR LEASE

WILSON

INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE

[..„Office Space for I
753-3263 ANYTIME
392 N. 12Ik St.
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
Mini

n Coach
c, 2 or 3
82.

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

le

den
d ice
and
. Ali
than
sines
1-2430

108ILE
flectric.
'-4816.
in Fox
8.
x 60,
ap
I,
snchors
pinned

I. 14x70,
4762 or

436-2625

TS
trailer,
t, elecrences.

Liy40

es

le

P-

MI6

753-4758
111

you to sleep on warm summer nights...3 bedroom A
frame
on
waterfront
lot.. living
room
with
fireplace, kitchen with dining
area, deck overlooks lawn
gently sloping to waters
edge. A top location, vacant
and priced for immediate
sale. Hurry!...30'5...Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Warehouse
Storage
Spam
Fel' Reel Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
business
_antiques,
overflows, etc. Phone
7534618 after 5:00 p.m.

AN ALTERNATE
TO RENTING
Rented dollars are
wasted dollars. This
three bedroom home
affords the privacy
your family needs, and
allows you to invest
those
otherwise
rental
wasted
payments. Located
block from Carter
School. Home features
a nice family room,
lots of storage space,
extra garage and
chain link fence in
backyard, and plenty
of shade. Priced lit
539,9003.

37. LIVE STOCK-SUPP.
FOR SALE. large round
bales of mixed hay. Will also
do custom baling. Call 753
06-49 after? pm.
ROLLED MIXED grass hay.
Approximately 1200 pounds
each. Pickup in field 753
4371.
3a. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AK C
REGISTERED
schnauzer puppies 5 weeks
old. Call 502 8864165.
BEAGLE PUPS, $10 each.
Call 753-9488 or 753 3144.
FOUR MONTH old male
Labrador Retriever, AKC
registered. 436 2805
.
FOR
Siberian
SALE:
Huskies, wonderful pets for
children, reasonably priced.
NICE MOBILE home, 12x65,
435 4228.
with 2 bedrooms, 2 baths.
41. Pussuc SALES _
Completely remodeled: and
some furniture along with
COMPLETE AUCTION
stove and refrigerator stays
with sale. Nice lot, apSERVICE
proximately 110x108 A good
Large or small give us
buy at only $10,000. Nelson
Shroat Company 759-1707.
a call Aphn M. Riley,
Auctioneer-345-2302,
Pete)
Kenneth
Galloway, App. Auctioneer -345-2453.
Ferwiaatea, laelveky

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

FOR SALE

ACT-tiPS-

58 acre farm with a

two bedroom house.
Farm has 28 acres of
tendable land and
more that could be
cleared. Some good
timber. Several fruit
trees and strawberry
beds.
OLD-TIMER
STRETCH
your budget with this well
builtg low maintenance three
a
beat:tom,
one
bath
home...8 x12
outside
storage.. 1 acre rn-I...just 4
miles from town...Priced in"
Not
520's. For more information
call 753 1492.. Offered
by
Loretta Jabs Realtors.
43. REAL ESTATE

a bad place
falling apart.'

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.

nior
South 12th at SVita
TELE9040NE. 75 3- 1951
.815 Bagwell is the
location of this never
three
in,
lived
bedroom, two bath
Thermopane
home_
electric
windows;
garage door opener;
complete
fireplace;
kitchen; central heat
and air. Priced in the
low $60's.
MOVE Hi and live in this
nice older home in New
Providence area. Sittin on 3,4
acre lot with trees. 2
bedrooms
upstairs,
2
bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down Must see
at $18,750. Nelson Shroat
Company,759 1707

additional
lots
available, central
and air wish fireplace

thermostat connections. Not pictured
is a 12x28 brick
workshop with electricity and plumbing.
PricOd well below
replacement cost.
John Smith, boar

11314Thrinythoo)

1111=11111111111111111111111.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Souths,de Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

Professional Sers ices
With The Friendls Touch"
A family delight,

spacious 3 _BR., 2
Baths B.V. home,
Huge family room
W/fireplace, located
in one of Murray's best
neighborhoods. A real
buy at $53,000.00.
Special:
Economy
Only $5,500.00 buys
this livable, 2BR.,
frame home on level
lot in Hardin. Gas
heat, city water &
sewerage.

64,
153-7411 (aoytimo)
WHETHER YOU rent or
whether you buy. You pay
for the house you occupy!
Stop supporting your landlord and see this 2 bedroom
frame today. Located on nice
quiet street It's just waiting
for you Priced in the mid
753now
Call
teens
Loretta
by
1492.. Offered
Sobs Realtors.

Beautifully Remodell3 BR., home,
w/wall to wall carpet,

ed:

built-in range dishwasher, exhaust fan,
elec. heat. Only

$32000.,

Ainley Auction I
Realty Sales
IT

Auctioneer Realtor.

Appraiser
Ph 901 ,479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn

BUILT WITH
THE FAMILY
IN MIND
Mom will, enjoy

the
spacious kitchen. Dad
can snooze in his
favorite chair by the
fireplace in the den.
The kids will have a
ball in the large
recreation room, and
your guests will feel
welcome in the living
room, formal dining
room and on the arbor
patio.
coLer-ed

Everyone so,sum..
comfortably in the
four bedrooms. Many
other features, and
located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
In town. Compare at
any price.

NEW BUSINESS 111 TOWN
Murray Paving Co. Inc.

r

46. HOMES FOR SALE
ATTRACTIVE HOME for
sale, brick, 2 or 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, complete kitchen
facilities, nice neighborhood.
Call 618-734-3029.
HOUSE WITH 10 acres of
ground, 3 bedrooms, bath,
living room, dining room,
' kitchen, central heat and air.
527-1764, Euin Bizzell.
'LOVELY THREE bedroom
brick home. Heated garage,
family room, large living
room, storage building and
more. Ideal location for
family near Murray High.
Low 540's. Call today after 4
pm,753-6245.
REAL ATTRACTIVE, wellbuilt, new 3 bedroom brick
and frame. 2 baths, living
room, large den, dining
room, buitt-in kitchen With
dishwasher, large 2 car
garage, patio. In nice new
subdivision. Priced in 540's.
Phone 527-1450 or 527-8164.
411. AUTO.SALES
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" 529.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.65 and 53.17 FET;
L 60x14", 541.14 and $3.79
.FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply
polyester premium grade
white wall 7 rib with -12-32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 FET; E78x14",
$22.63 and $2.20 FET.
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
FET; G78x14" or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
$27.52 and $2.76 FET,
L78x15", $29.86 and $3.06
FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.

Call

For Sale

BACKNOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING
431-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

For your backhoe,;
gravel and dirt
'needs. Call or see

Roger
Hudson

1976

INTERNATIONAL

,

and blue, white spoke
wheels, convertible top,
roll bar, burns regular
gas. 753-1372 between
7 end 5.

III
o•

,

,. ,
1,4.1.44.1rel

Mow ea.*en ail 713-36IS.04 11•7

Owners

Paul Welch
753-0236

I&

NAT

I

753-2713
Highway 641
4 miles North of Murray

Call for appointment

pertgui
ES,\
.4

•
40 '
1 4
-s 141
All
POOLS
INCLUDE,

PECIAL.

Reg $1388.
only

Now

$777
ed,..freo€41....emieed

• Filter & Pump

Financing

• Steel bracing

AvAILARtE

•Sun deck
• Lily Pad 3kimmer
• Heavy Gauge Vinyl Liner
• Pool Ladder
• Safety Fence it Stairs

Great Savings ON 22 MODELS

CALL NOW!

(502)9ft-4258
out of town call collect

PENGUIlkir'-r.

1

Ill) Perm Natle, Illo.d, Salts ley tairrille. IV
......- ......-.....-......•..,...
0213..
NAM
.0.1SO
•••.•

753-3914 .
onumrs

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURt

fine old tradition

A

Newn P•141

816 Coldwater Road
Business 753-0180
Nome 753-8210

•
111

OP

100 SO 136

PRICE SHAVE $1.75

M G
Complete Glass

CP\

Chimney Sweeping in the

GLASS WORK: Plate glass store front'
aluminum doors and closures, home improvement work,enclose patios, porches,
garages, patio door repair or replved.
Plate glass, window glass, plexigIess,
and insulated glass. Also mirror, tub, and
shower doors, picture framing and glass
installed. .Storm door, windows, and
screen repair or replaced.

436-5874

*Emma Rushing

, Kelley's Termite &
•
Pest Control

Fire
753-1441
g
MAGIC

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00

Em ma's
Beauty SHop
NOW OPEN!

& Shrubs.

VP %WO Woe

*No Job To Large Or Small*
FREE ESTIMATE
PHONE

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Randy Reference)
Free Termite Inspection
Flies, Roches,Silver Fiih
.

.
O
Oil

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
•anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
carpeted. Priced at $27,000.

operator on
Duty 24 Hrs
Call 7 days
a week

Dial-A-Service

SCOUT, 4X4, red, white,

Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
759-//76day or night.

NEW OFFICE HOURS

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Spoing House Cleaning
Special

Experience
„,
In
Blacktopping, Grading,
Excavating &Dozer Work.

Ronnie Geurin
436-5874

50. USED TRUCKS
.
1978 BRONCO XLT with
13,000
miles, excellent
conditon, loaded with extras.
436-2805.
1975 FULLY CUSTOMIZED
Dodge van. Has velvet
curtains, icebox, porta-bed,
couch, wheels, 8-track, all
the extras. Plus has a slant
six engine which is real
economical. 5.3700 or will
trade. Phone 354-6217.
1964 FORD PICKUP, short
bed, V8, mechanically good.
492-8368.
1975 GMC SIERRA Grande
custom pickup, everything
48. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month but air. 753-7477.
guarantee, $22.88, 36 month 1967 I.H. C.O. 400 tractor:
guarantee 130 amp, 526.99; 60 trailer, 250 cummings, 13
guarantee, $36.99. speed transmission with 1968
month
Hardware, Paris, Freuhauf 40 ft. flatbed. 436Wallin
2847 after 6 pm.
Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD truck tire 1972 VOLKSWAGON VAN,
-tratk tape, fold
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
$28.98 and 52.95 FET; open bed and table, engine
comPletely
overhauled,
18-20 FOR
home
YOUR
750x16, 8-ply, $32.75 and $3.74
8
.
;t-t S-1-5;
8
ne
Hardware, ---m
-a-H-erations, repa-i-r, - and
F.E T.- -Watt
- remodeling, also new homes
Paris, Tennessee.
and commercial, call 753
St. CAMPER2S4C7a-344;2.449°"42-.
49. USED CARS
1972 CHAMPION MOTOR
BY
GU
2311TERING
Sears,
1975 AUSTIN MARINA, new w
hoitm
hea,ir27c,6
9c2t3
u44s
at miles, 6
a3
11048a
-Veers continous gutters
engine, AM-FM radio, radial
per
your
tires. Call 759-4402 after 5 1974 COI EMAN CAMPER, installed
pm.
sleeps six. Call 753-8195 after specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
1979 CUTLASS SUPREME, 6 pm.
T top, $6900. Call 753-2414 or 27' VEGA TRAVEL trailer, HOME REPAIRS; exterior
759 1518.
like new, has everything on and interior painting, carsmall
work,
1975 DATSUN B-210, 4-door, it, deluxe model. 54500. Call pentry
masonar Y lobs, decks and
46,000 miler, air conditioned, 753-9920.- •
patios built, rooms paneled.
$2850 1975 Datsun 710 wagon, 52. BOATS & MOTORS
492-8615.
4 speed with air, $2800. 753FIBERGLASS
BOAT,
141/
2
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
6231.
foot, 35 hp motor and trailer. excellent references, Call
1977 FIAT CONVERTIBLE, Call 753-0228.
753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
25,000 miles, one owner.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Motor and body very good, 1973, 50 HP JOHNSON with
good gas mileage. $5400. Call power trim, and a 1978, 4 hp Sears, save on these high
Evinrude, new. Call 436-2465.
heating and cooling bills.
753 8776,
HOUSEBOAT. 1969, 36 ft. Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
Leisure Craft, steel hull, estimates.
1974 Buick Regal, ex•
economical 120 hp, 4 cylinder
INTERIOR AND exterior
cellent condition, air,
engine. Sleeps 6, very clean, painter, also spray paint
S8500.
Call
1-901-232-8221.
AM-FM radio, must sell.
mobile homes. 753-4174.
SILVERLINE 16 FOOT triLICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Call after 5, 753-9964.
hull, 75 hp Johnson Stinger
and gas installation, will do
motor plus trailer, all 76
Will consider reasonable
plumbing, heating and air
model. $3000 firm. Call 489conditioning. Call 753.7203.
offer.
2248 after 5 pm.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
1971 MUSTANG GRANDE, TWO BOATS. 16' Mark
Having trouble getting those
Twain
ski
boat,
140Mac
power steering, air consmall electrical jobs done?
ditioned, power brakes, cruiser and trailer. Also a 16' Service
calls are our
Cherokee, 80 hp Mercury
50,000 miles. Call 489-2187.
Ernest
all
specia;
5
i
speciality.
motor, trailer. Paris, TN
White,
1968 MALIBU CHEVY, one
(901)
642-6957
or
(901)
64otper. Phone 753-7857.
MITCH LL BLACKTOP1961.
iveways and small
PING,
/170 MUSTANG 351 CID, 300
53.
SERVICES
OFFERED
jobs a speciality, also pathp, clev., 4 spe,ed,_Hurst,
ADDITIONS,
REPAIR
work,
and
seal coating. 753-ching
stock, 70,000 miles. 512sftii. 753circulating fireplaces, 1537.
1635.
roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 7535167.
APPLIANCE
REPAIR,
1975 Gran Torino. Bids
refrigeration and air cap
ditioning. Call Bill Rollins,
will be accepted by the
753-0762,
Hazel City Council on
BYARS BROTHERS & Sonthe above automobile.
General home reriiodeling,
This unit was formerly
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1used as police car and
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
may -be seen at the
BUSHHOGING AND yard
home of Ira Morgan,
work. call 753-6123.
City Councilman. The
BACK HOE WORK, septic
BASEMENT? We
WET
Hazel City Council will
tanks,' gravel. ,and dirt
make wet basements dry,
hauling. 753-'5808 or 753-5706.
reserve the right to
work completely guarenteed.
CLEANING, at
Call or write Morgan Conreject any bid should • CARPET
reasonable rates. Prompt struction Co., Route 2, Box
bids be considered
and efficient service. Custom
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,-or
Carpet Care 489 2774.
unreasonable."
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
1975 TWO-DOOR HARDTOP
and air conditioning, repairs
Pontiac Ventura, 36,000
and remodeling around the
actual miles, black and gold
home, such • as, painting,
cloth inter,or, extra clean.
carpeting, and concrete. 753753-7620.
2211 or 753-9600.
1969 VOLKSWAGON. ALSO
WILL HAUL driveway white
1972 Vega. Call 753-2748.
rock and Ag lime, also have
-1972 1$431s147C)R, tow
any Tyr)2 of brown or white
milea
on. Call
Pea gravel. Call Roger
759 11 .
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753-4545.
1978 228 CAMERO, 22,000
WOULD LIKE to do small
actual -mites,- -white - withplumbing jobs and painting.
753-6763 or 753-4545
black and gold stripes. Call
492-8859.
753-7393

be- when Skylab starts

BOYD-MAJORS2.1
REAL ESTATE
_753-80114

Georgeous lakeview
-horn4-.-Ever_y_thing
goes with this 3 BR, 2
bath home in Pine
'Bluff Shores. Owner
will leave all appliances including
microwave. Den has
wet bar. Ideally
located on 3 lots.
Asking $57,500. Make
an offer.
John Smith. Itooltor

COI 1131(117 Ii

t

1M1

Excellent 3 bedroom,
1'2 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with

Sharp 1978 Chevrolet
Nova Rally, rally
power
wheels,
power
steering,
brakes, tilt steering,
automatic, 305 V8,
beige with 23,000
miles. One owner. Call
753-1372 between 7 and
5.

$ MILES FROM
THE COURT SQUARE

43. 124 AL ESTATE
elzczw
all

57. WANTED
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
CARPET CLEANING, free
hospital coverage Call Steve
estimates,
satisfied
753
7273,
home
Mark
references, Vibra Vac steam ROOFING,
REMODELING, Payne, office
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's painting interior and ex- 759 1134_
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or terior_ Anything to do with WANTED.100 Females and
cannentary we can do it
753 5816
100 Males, between 18 to 40,
COMPARE AND save on Reasonable rates. 20 years to be in the World Record
experience'
Senior
Citizens
Marathon, starting August
chain link fencing. Circle A
discount. Phone 753 2418, 8 25, 1979. This Marathon will
*Fencing. 753 8407.
am til 9 pm.
last
for 3 weeks. Will pay $100
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
'Block garages, basements, WILL HAUL driveway white per day per person. This
driveways, walks, patios, rock and Ag lime, also have Marathon will be held at
steps, free estimates. 753 any type of brown or white Ray's Record Shop in Herrin,
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe IL Call Saturday's only from
5476.
work. Catt Roger Hudson, 12 noon to 8 pm 1-618.942
All 753-6763 or
GROOMING.
DOG
753 4545
appointment.
By
breeds.
Pick up and delivery_Connie
Lampe,436-2510.
need stumps
DO YOU
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435
4343.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR chain link
fencing
needs, contact
Free
Montgomery Ward
estimates. 753-1966.
69610r1-412andask0r
3c3j04S6)cail7:3
53.5
E a110E57:FERE0

53. SERVICES OFFERED

49. USED CARS

43. agg_i_ ESTATE

•Refin,shong 8 wepoirs
•Ctistom Built FurFurniture-f
*Antique Bross Hardware
•lt,storn Bird, Kitchen
Cabinets

f--

•

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business

Poison
Control
Center

7537588

.

O
a
t

IMF`14
•
•

Poke
-.a 753-1621

.- . .. _
i
Hinman's
Rentals
swot paw arse,

timer,
power wed osewite tells sod

153-5703
802 N. 18th Street

T59-4818

Hwy.641 So.

Murray.
se

Murray
Remodeling

_

Horne Improvements
St

Restorations .

753-5167
/

Ale,
leselaties
Servic•

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

Modern

Energy
-

Methods
753-7505 or
763-8277

•

Carrier
6

Quality Service
Company

sp.c,„,,.,,

•

Modern Sheet Metal
& Service Departments.

763-9290
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SAVE WITH

759-1234
Security Federal Is

lilt

tati

16,

2.
4

Lowest
Advertised
Minimum Deposit
Amounts In .
Western Kentucky
Substant/al Penalty for Eo-ke WIthdrawal of Certificates)
CNNISTNAS

MI ACCOUNTS EARN II% INTEREST tr

